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PEEFATOEY NOTE

The economic and social importance of vocational guidance

is now so generally recognised that it hardly requires to be

emphasised. Apart from the value of judicious selection

of workers in increasing the output of labour, it is no
exaggeration to say that vocational guidance will improve
industrial organisation and raise the status of the working

classes, through improved methods of recruiting labour

and the organisation of vocational and technical training,

and by reducing unemployment, securing a reasonable wage
for the worker, protecting him against sickness and disease,

whether general or industrial, and by protecting women,
children, and young persons.

The International Labour Office was naturally led to

consider a question which is arousing interest in almost every
country today, and which is closely connected with the

problems of production, industrial organisation, and working-

class conditions. The Office was fortunate in securing the

collaboration of the experts at the Jean Jacques Eousseau
Institute at Geneva, and of Professor Claparede. The latter,

whose authoritative knowledge of the matter is well known,
has undertaken to give a general survey of the principal

problems arising in vocational guidance, which the Inter-

national Labour Office publishes in this volume.

TJie International Labour Office.
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Problems and Methods

of Vocational Guidance

Vocational Guidance and Industrial Psychology

Vocational guidance must first be placed in its correct

relation to other scientific investigations of the conditions

of labour — in other words, to psychology as applied to

industry, commerce, and occupations in general. This branch
of applied psychology may be called vocational or industrial

psychology. Vocational psychologj^ covers two types of

problem : those relating to production — the psychology
of labour — and those relating to distribution — the
psychology of selling.

The following classification gives, better than any long
description, a general view of the scope of the psychology
of labour and the place of vocational guidance therein.

Industkial Psychology

Production
(Psycholofiy

of Labour)

Distribution

(Psi/chology

of hcUinrj)

Technical
factors

Selection

of workers

Training
of -workers

Sellins

' 1. Habit and practice; fatigue and
I rest.

) 2. Motives of work; interest.

1 3. Various factors : alcoholism, age,

f etc.

4. Methods of. work.

, 1. Vocational selection ((Choice of

\ an individual for an occupation).
I 2. Vocational guidance (Choice of
' an occupation for an individual).

, 1. Vocational education.

I
2. Apprenticeship.

( 3. Retraining of the disabled.

' 1. Methods of sale; art of sales-

{ man ship
;
psychology of the buyer

and the public; psychology of

/ the salesman.
2. Selection of salesmen.

Publicity; ^Dsychology of advertising.
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The problem of vocation?.! guidance or selection therelort-

arises both in the ])syeholo<;v of labour and the ]>syeholojiy

of sellinir. It is (liffieiiil in |)raetice to draw a sharp
ilistiiietion Itetween this ]»rol)lein and the others on which it

l)orders. NN'hiie iiuidaiiee is not to ])e confused with technical
factors, vocational education, or the social theory of apprentice-
ship, it is very nearly related to all these questions, and
depends to some extent on the solution found for them. For
example, some api)licants who miuiit be re.aarded as unsuited
for an occupation carried on under unsatisfactory conditions
mi^lit be allowed to enter it if these conditions were improved.
However, vocational jiuidance is an entirely distinct problem,
as will be pointed out later.
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Historical Outline

The following is an attempt to explain the origin

and development of the problem of vocational guidance. It

may first be pointed out that, although the word is new, the
fact it represents is by no means new. From the earliest

times attemxDts have been made to adapt the work more or

less to the worker and vice versa. Persons with very obvious
defects were instinctively excluded from certain work. For
a long time attempts have been made to effect a certain

selection among candidates for admission to the army, while
all colleges, technical schools, and universities refuse to admit
students who are not in possession of a secondary school

, certificate.

\ The most striking fact in these traditional methods of

\selection is their crudity. They certainly served to sift

applicants, but the sieve used was either tojo^coarseortoo fine, so

l\hat a crowd of inefficients might enter the occupation, while
some individuals who would have been perfectly fitted for it

were hindered for minor reasons or entirely excluded from
work which they might have done. Inadequate or un-
necessarily strict tests, or, in other words, inadequate adjust-

ment of theTTest To the information desired, is the general
defect of all the traditional systems, which for the most part
consist of examinations drawn up haphazard without careful

study based on experiment. Some years ago, so a French
professor stated, the only examination required in France
for candidates for admission to the police force_was a spelling

test.

The drawbacks of such a state of affairs could not fail

eventually to attract attention, and were pointed out by
various persons whose conclusions, drawn from very different

premisses, tended to coincide. The present movement for

vocational guidance sprang from very various sources; the
fact that these ideas all came into prominence at almost the
same time — between 1908 and 1912 — may be due to mere
coincidence or, on the other hand, to the general though vague
realisation of a common need.

Accidents

Accidents and the means of preventing them were one
of the first factors to draw attention to the question of
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vocational ahilitics. Half a century apfo it was realised tli;

a niunhcr of shipping: and railway accidents were due to failing

t() distin^Miisli certain sijrnals on the jiarf of ship's pilots oi

locomotive «'iii;iiu'ers suffering' from coloui' l>lindness. Fron
that tinu', thcieforc, ajtplicaiits for employment in these

occupations were required to underjro eyesijiht tests; but it is

<iirious that these tests have always been limited to vision and
ha\t' not included other abilities. The (piestion was raised

ajrain in l!»07 at the Fourteenth international Congress on
JIy«:iene and Di-mourajdiy lu'ld at lierlin. In his report on
industrial overwork, ])r, ifoth of Potsdam called attention to

accidents caused by overstrain of the workers, and asked,
among other nu'asures, for selection " by which each worker
might be allot te(l to work suited to his individual qualities"(^).

This, however, was only an incidental observation, and it

remaiui'd for .Nliinsterberg to state the problem with precision.

About ten years ago the American Association for Labour
Legislation, in view of the large number of street accidents
caused by electric tramways, invited Professor Miinsterberg,
Dii'cctor of the I'sychological Laboratory of Harvard
Iniversity, to investigate the psychological causes of the
errors nuide by tramway drivers. Some American tramway
conijianies had to com|)ensate as many as 50,000 cases of

accident jx'r year, so that the companies as well as the general
public stood to gain from investigation of the matter. It

may be noted in passing that the statistics of the German
tramways show that nearlv .3,000 pedestrians were injured
every year (2,714 in 1907;' 2,«;8() in 1908; 2,781 in 1909; of

these about 170 per year were killed). It was recognised that
the errors of the drivers were due to their mental and physical
constitution rather than to actual fatigue.

Miinsterberg then began laboratory investigations into
the s|)ecial abilities required by tramway drivers, and drew
MP tests to detect these abilities in applicants for employment
in this occupation. These tests when applied to drivers
already employed showed that about 25 per cent, of them ought
to leave the ()ccui)ation for others for which they were much
better fitted C-^).

These early researches of Miinsterberg gave an entirely
new direction to the problem of vocational guidance, namely,
that of experiment, and at the same time made the question
of vocational selection much more definite by giving it also
a basis of exjiei-inu'nt.

(1) Quoted troMi Jmp.kkt : Le Surnirmiijv i>ivi<y.yu,iinel, in the Annee
pfiycholoii.. Vol. XIV, 19()S, p. 243. Paris.

(2) Hu^'o Mun.-'tekueug : J'sycholnciy and Industrial Efficiency, n. 63;
Ilostoii, Ilougliloit .Mitlliii, 1913: in r.erman : Psyclwlogie und Wirtschafts-
h'bi-n. p. W et .se<|.: Lci])/!^. 1012.
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Mistaken Choice of Occupation

The increasing competition in all trades makes it necessary

for the worker to be increasingly efficient in his work if he
wishes to be able to perform it fully. Experience shows that

quite a number of young people of both sexes are obliged to

change their trade after a certain time because they have not
the necessary abilities to follow it successfully. Such changes
of trade are as injurious to the employers and the industrj^ as

to the workers themselves.
According to Lipmann (^), the number of workers who

change their trade every year may be estimated at 3 or 4 per

cent, of the total. The employment exchange and statistical

office for the Department of the Seine reckoned that 11 per

cent, of its applicants changed their employment one or more
times during 1919 (^). Of 9,520 men for whom employment
was found, 8,483 were placed only once during the year; 620
were placed twice; 215 three times; 98 four times; 43 five times;

26 six times; 15 seven times; 8 eight times; 6 nine times; 2 ten

times; 1 eleven times; 2 twelve times; and 1 fourteen times.

There can be no doubt that when the employment of workers is

preceded by judicious v^ocational guidance it will be much more rare

for a worker to change his occupation, which will be to the advantage
both of the employee himself and of the communiiy in whose servnce he
works (^).

According to Bernay {^), changes of occupation take place

more frequently with increasing age.

PERCENTAGE OF PERSONS CHANGING OCCUPATION BETWEEN GIVEN AGES

Number
of changes



C'Oiisccnu'iiilv i>l' :i uiisiakc in llu' original choice of occupation.
The lrc(|iiciicv oi' luisuilahility for the occupation of

tch'phoiu' operator jiaxc rise to one of Miinsterberg's

exj)eriinental researches about 1911 ('). It was observed that

nioH' than one-thinl of teh'phone o])erator a])prentices were
obHucd t(» jiive up their work (luring- the first year through
overs! I'ain. Tliis occuj)ation is ]»articuhirly fatiguing owing
to the iH'cessity for constant and alert attention. Of 2!)

teh'|>hoiu' girls (jueslioned by Fontegne and Solari {^), 28
stated that during the day they felt a certain amount of

fatigue, with nerv(uisness and occasional headache. At the
re(jiiest of th«' T«'lephone Operators' Association, Professor
Miinsterl>erg drew uj) a set of tests for discovering among
applicants for eni))loyment those likely to be successful in the
occupation.

The number of failures in different occupations emphasises
I he need for determining not only the abilities required for

any gixcii trade but also counter-indications against an
occupation and nu'ans of detecting or forecasting these.

In this connection attention nuiy l)e drawn to Levenstein's
careful investigation of the extent to wliich workers were
adapted to their employment, although this was not made
with a view to vocational guidance strictly so called. His
I)ook (") shows very clearly the individual differences between
workeis and the effects of Aarious psychological types on
occupation.

Low OlTIM J AM) SciErsTIFIC MANAGEMENT

In the books which have made his name famous the
Anu'rican F. W. Taxlor (I85(M9]5) also concluded that
vocational selection was urgently necessary, though he arrived
at this from a very 'diffeicnt starting point. Struck by the
waste of strength and time involved in the ordinary methods of
work, he endeavoured to introduce scientific .organisation of
labour into factories. He proved that output increased
considerably if a better adjustment was made, first of the
machinery and tools, then in methods of work, and finally if

for each type of work the most suitable individuals were
selected.

The discussion of the first of these factors would be out of
place here; only the third, the human factor, is of importance
at the moment. It is strange that Taylor did not bring his

(7) MtJXSTEUBKHO : op. cit.. p. G.5.

(8) Fontegne and Solari : Le Travail de la telephoniste, in Ai chives de
I'fti/choloaie (hereafter referred to as Arch, de Psyeh.), Vol. XVII, 1918.
Geneva. "

.

(») Levexstein : Die Arheiierjrarjc. ^Muuicli, 1912.
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powers to bear on the problem of vocational selection. He
devotes his attention i^rimarily to the training of the worker,
methods of regulating his movements, of improving them, and
of stimulating him; but he passed over the question of selection

properly so called effected by means of suitable tests (^°).

The same may be said of Gilbreth and Thomson, who emulated
him. In the view of all these writers selection is more or less

negative, involving the exclusion of unsuitable individuals
rather than systematic investigation to determine for what
each is most suited. It is none the less true that the study of

scientific management, by bringing to the fore the human
factor in industry, made a great contribution to the problem
of vocational selection.

Parsons' Philanthropic Work

Vocational guidance, in so far as it involves advising young
people as to the occupation they should enter, grew directly

out of this kind of consideration. At the beginning of this

century, until his death in 1909, Parsons turned his attention
to the unemployed street urchins of New York. He tried to

find them employment, to discover what jobs suited each of

tliem, questioning them systematically on the subject of their

inclinations, abilities, and reading. He also used small expe-
riments to throw light on their psychology. For example, he
made them read a book and then asked them certain questions
about it (^^). In 1908, at Parsons' instigation, Mrs. Quincy
A. Shaw founded a Vocational Guidance Bureau in Boston.
The method adopted was that of the questionnaire. The
young applicants were asked to reply to llBjquestions on the
most varied subjects. It need hardly be j)ointed out that
such replies should be accepted with the greatest caution and
that it is essential, if not to replace, at any rate to supplement,
the questionnaire by investigations to determine more object-

ively the actual abilities of the individual.

Mention should also be made at this point of the office

founded at Basle in 1907 by Mr. Stocker to advise j)arents and
young people on the choice of an occupation and on appren-
ticeship. These modest beginnings were the germ from
which sprang the vocational guidance_ offices or institutes

which at present exist in Brussels, BafceTona, Berlin, Bordeaux,

(10) F. W. Taylor : The Principles of Scientific Management. New York,
1911. Taylor very truly states (pp. 58 and 61) that the first step is rigid

selection of the worker, but he does not develop this idea further in liis

book.

(11) F. Parsons : ChooHng a Vocation (posthumous work). Boston,
1909. Also Meyer Bloomi'ield : Vocational Guidance o! Youth. Boston,
1911.
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(leiieva, St lasl.urii, London, Amsterdam, Prague, Zurich^

and elsewhere, and which will soon exist in every town, since

the nee«l for them is beinn' increasinoly felt {^-).

Tin: Sniooi. AM) \()CATioNAL Training

In roiniei- limes tMluealionalists had no concern with the
o((upati(»n which their i)ui)ils would one day enter. Educa-
tion was the formation of the <i<'neral qualities and the
imparting- of the elementary knowledge which are the basis

of all specialisation. At the present time this point of view
is gradually being discarded. On the one hand there arises

the educational question whether the school, which should
{>repare for life, ought not to endeavour to provide preparation
for occupations. On the other hand, teachers are often

consulted ])y their pupils, by parents, or by vocational
guidance offices on the occupation which a given child just
leaving school should enter. For both these reasons the
educationalist is naturally led to consider the question of

vocational guidance.

The school is not made for the school, but for life. It must provide
tlie society of the future with men. It is a cruel mockery sud-
denly to abandon its little puijils on the day they reach their thirteenth
year, when they are flung unarmed into the battle of life. It is also

the n)ost foolish waste. What madness, having done so much for
the school boy, to do nothing for the apprentice ! From this has
arisen the idea, which has so rapidly spread, that the social func-
tions of the school mu>t be greatly extended, that there are many
new .services which it must give. The first of these is supervision
ot the transition from the schoolroom to the workshop (i^).

Mr. John Dewey, the American educationalist {^^), says
that an occupation is an activity carried on with a definite

object in view, and that education by vocational training
is consequently richer in factors providing for the development
of character than any other method. Without entering
into discussion of the important and complex question whether
the primary or secondary school shotdd or should not offer
vocational instruction, it may be taken for granted that the
school should at least give its pupils information regarding
the different trades which they may enter on leaving school,
and the abilities required. Thus the teacher is brought face
to face witli the problem of psychology as applied to occupa-

(12) For fidler inlormation regarding current developments in vocational
guidance see K. (Jaitmikr : Vocational Guidance, in the International Labour
Eerieu; Vol. V, No. 5, .May 1922, pp. 707-722 (Geneva); also the Notes on
Vocational Guidance, which have appeared in that lieview since June 1922.

(13) F. IJuissoN : Preface to Fontj^gne : UOrientation proiessionnelle.
Paris and Neuchatel, 1921.

(14) J. Dkwey : Peniocracij and Education. New York, 1916.
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tions (^^). As Mr. J. A. Puffer, the Director of the Beacon
Vocation Bureau at Boston, very truly points out, vocational

education is not enough. It must be linked with vocational

guidance. The teacher himself should learn to discover

embryonic talent, to rouse the child to the realisation of his

special capacities and to develop these capacities for his future

life. Schools should not only teach, they should also en-

courage and direct. Only thus will the schoolroom acquire

vivifying contact with reality (^^). The means by which
the teacher can discover more or less hidden talents are

supplied by psychology.
The schools have been led to consider vocational guidance

and selection for their own purposes as well as for the

determination of the future careers of their pupils. The
desirability of adapting instruction to the various types of

pupils is increasingly being realised. It is a waste of time
to thrust higher mathematics on a child with no gift for

mathematics, who will never do anything in this subject, or to

compel the pupil with a bent for science to learn dead
languages. The idea of the "school made to measure" (^')

is steadily gaining ground. But intelligent guidance and
advice to pupils must be based not only on their inclinations

but on their abilities, which must be determined objectively.

In several places classes for specially gifted children have
been established or are in course of establishment, for example,
at Hamburg and Berlin. The problem of selection of gifted

children thus arises. Interesting research in this direction

has been carried out, notably by Stern (i^). At Geneva,
the Society Pour VAvenir, which provides scholarships for

gifted children leaving the primary schools, has asked the
Jean Jacques Eousseau Institute to assist in selecting these
children — a very difficult task in view of the youth of the
candidates. On turning from the ordinary schools to voca-
tional schools, the need felt by teachers and headmasters for

methods of detecting abilities becomes even more apparent.
At the Second International Conference on Practical

Psychology as applied to Vocational Guidance held at Bar-
celona in 1921, Mr. Petitpierre, Principal of the School of Arts
and Crafts at Lausanne, pressed for special tests for the
elimination of youths without manual ability from among
candidates for admission to the school. The present system

(15) The Canton of Geneva has recently included instruction in occu-
pations in the curriculum of the last year in the elementary schools. See
Tnternafional Labour Eerieu-, Vol. V,"^ No. G, June 1922, 'pp. 999-1000.
Geneva.

(16) J. A. Puffer : Vocaifonal Guidance, p. 27. New York, 1914.

(17) Claparede : Ifrcole sur mesure. Laiisanne and Geneva, 1920.

(18) Peter and Stern : Pie Auslese beidhigter Voll:sschul''r in Hamburg.
Leipzig, 1919.
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of cxaiiiiiial ion, iiirludi.ii.u' tests in Ficncli, arithmetic, etc., is

useless for the ])urpose of such selection. It allows pupils quite

without manual dexterity to enter the school, w^hich involves
waste of time and stren<2:tli both for themselves and for the
instiiu-tois. K\ery year more thean eijihty candidates apply
foi- about thirty vacant places, and the sj)caker wished to

ensure that the most unsuitable from the point of view of

manual dexteiity were eliminated. Both in vocational schools

and in apprenticeship a distinction should be drawn between
entrance aiul leaving- examinations. In both cases selection

must be I'ffecled.

Experimental Phyciiology of Abilities

While iiiactieal men weic puttino- forward the requirements
which have been briefly mentioned, experimental psycho-

lojiy was making: progress; at this very time it was stating

the problem of abilities more clearly than had previously been
<1(UU', and endeavouring to study the jn'oblem by exi)erimental

methods. Cat tell in America (1890), Krapelin, and later Stern
in Germany, IMnet and Toulouse in France, IJecroly in Belgium,
<le Sanctis at Kome, Ilossolimo at Moscow, Ileymans at

Groningen, and others endeavoured by drawing up special

mental tests to determine and analyse the various psycholo-
gical characteristics of an individual, and to discover what
«listinuuished and differentiated one individual from others

in this respect. This branch of psychology has been called

psychology of the individual, or psychology of individual
differences.

More recently attempts were made by Spearman, Pearson,
Thomson, and Brown in London to investigate by new methods
<»f measurement the constituent elements of abilities, and
esj)ecially to discover if abilities had certain relations between
themsehes, certain common origins, orif tliey were completely
independent. These very complex investigations have not
yet produced definite results. It will readily be understood,
however, that the practical problem of abilities as raised by the
re(|uirements of vocational guidance has aroused the keenest
interest among psychologists, who have enthusiasticallj^ taken
up the new subject for research thus offered them. The last

thirty years have seen the rise, side by side with theoretical

])sychology, of applied psychology : psychology as applied to

medicine (psychotherapy and i)sycho-analysis), to education,
to legal questions (criminal psychology and the psychology of

evidence), and as applied to military science. In all these
matters the question of abilities has arisen, and the idea of

ai)plying psychology to economic and industrial questions has
also attracted the attention of psychologists.
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For some years past various psychological institutes or

laboratories have given some place in their syllabi to research
connected with vocational guidance. Miinsterberg initiated

the movement at Harvard University some twelve years ago.

The psychological laboratory of the Ecole des Hautes-Etudes
Sociales in Paris followed with Laliy's work to determine the
psycho-physiological abilities required for typewriting. The
psychological laboratory of Geneva from 1914 onwards
conducted experimental investigations in the watchmakers'
trade, and in 1917-1918 carried out a number of experiments
on abilities required by telephone operators. It is surprising

that German psychological institutions, which are so well

equipi)ed, have been rather slow in making their contribution
to the new science, though this is no doubt due to the war.
They only took up this work in 1918, but appear likely to make
up for lost time very rapidly. It is only necessary to mention
the Institute of Applied Psychology at Berlin under the
direction of Lipmann, Mode's laboratory at Charlottenburg,
and that of Piorkowski at Berlin.

On the Continent this experimental application of

psychology to industrial and vocational questions has been
generally described as psychotechnics. The choice of word
is not very happy, as it is more a question of diagnosis than of

technique, strictly so called, but the word has come into use,

and will probably remain (^^). It may be mentioned in

passing that considerations connected with the choice of an
occupation have arisen in another branch of psychology,
namely in psycho-analysis. Psycho-analysts, in investigating
the fundamental motives governing the conduct of the
individual throughout his life, have come to ask what leads
him to chose one occupation rather than another (•^°).

The \^ar and After

The movement whose various origins have been sketched
reached its most rapid development in the years immediately
preceding the war, which itself accelerated this development
and emphasised its importance. The various belligerents

(19) ' PsyclioteclTinics ' means, strictly speaking, that which exerts an
influence on the psyche, as in psychotherapy and in education. If it is a
question of diagnosis it would be more correct to use the word ' psychognos-
tics ', as Stern proposed. In the new sense in which it is employed ' psycho-
technics ' is obviously an amalgamation of the words ' psychology ' and
'technology'. It would, therefore, really be better to use ' technopsycho-
logy', as Lipmann quite rightly pointed oiit {Der Betrieb, 1920-21, No. 1),

(20) De Maday : Psychol, der BerufswaM, in Iloiiatshefte fiir Pddaqogih
und Schulpolitik, 1912. Also Abler and Furtmuller : Ileilen und Bilden.
Munich, 1914. O. Pfister : Die psychanalytische Methode, jip. 277, 330,
349; Leipzig, 1913.

2
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liail h) Met rapi.lly and dccisiNcly, and wcro therefore compelled

l)y cin-umstaiices to roiisijU-r the most productive utilisation

oi' the furi'es at their disposal, and to pre\ent anything which

nn^ht hamper tiie success of their cause either by errors or

unnecessary accidents. liranches for vocational guidance and
sch-ction thus s|>ranu up of themselves, as it were, in the

diflcrfnl armies. I'lact ieally tlie only ol)je('t of these branches

in I'^uropr was iJic sch'clion of aviators, whieh was beoun in

JManee. (Jermany, and Italy in 101(1. Offices for psycho-

|)hvsiolo;ri(.;ii t,.sis for aviators were set ui) in Paris, at Grand-

Palais, Turin, Brussels, and the Hamburg Psychological

Laboratory. The ol)ject of the tests was to determine the

strmglh of I he candidates, leaction to emotion, and the rapidity

of their reactions, and to test their sense of eciuilibrium and
sensory acuity. These tests were i)roved to be most valuable,

and experience showed that the number of accidents decreased

considerably after the institution of systematic tests for

candidates ioi' admission to the flying services C^^). According
to Di-. ISrabanl of Brussels, the number of accidents due to the

inefficiency of tlu' pilot decreased by 60 per cent. (--). In the

United States vocational selection for the army was developed

to a much greater extent, and was applied to the enlistment

of all soldiers (23). In that country, where there was no
standing aiiny, it was necessary to build up the most
efficieiii possible army in the shortest possible time. It was
realised that the presence of men of Ioav intelligence among the

intelligent might greatly retard the technical training of the

latter, and those of low intelligence were therefore segregated

in grou|)s for special treatment. It was also most important
to select from the outset men likely to make good non-
(•(unmissioned or commissioned officers. This was done by
means of a large number of mental tests which produced
valuable results. Experience showed that in an officers'

training school where the students had not first been tested

those whom the tests showed to be of low intelligence had
gradually to be eliminated. Much time and trouble would
have been saved if the tests had been administered before
admission to the school. The value of psychological tests

in the army has helped to popularise the principle of vocational
selection in the United States, wiiere it is now used in a great
many industiies.

The war also stimulated vocational guidance by throwing
on the labour market a large number of disabled men for whom

(21) II. IMkuon : Vexamen des avialcurs (witli biblingrapliy), in the
Annec jtsyrholng.. Vol. XXI, 1920. I'ari.s. Also Benary : Untersucliungen
iiber die pf^i/chisrhe FAgnmuj zuui Flurfdienst; SchrifUn zur Psychol, cler

Beruiifheraiiniq. Vol. H, HtHi-l{)20. Lei])zig.

(22) I'reniiere Conjerence inlermdionale d''orientation prolessionnelle, in

Arrh. de I'xyvh., Vol. XVI II, p. 177.

(2?) Ydakcm aiul Yekkks : Army Mental Tests. New Yorlt, 1920.
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some occupation had to be found. The difficulty of finding-

occupations for which a disabled man was fitted encouraged
psycho-physiological analysis of occupations.

The economic disturbances of the post-war period empha-
sised the need for maximum production combined with
maximum economy. Victory in industrial and commercial
competition between nations will fall to those who have made
the best use of the abilities at their disposal. Thus, especially

in Germany, employers themselves are organising vocational
guidance offices.

It is now clear why the movement for vocational guidance,
with all these different jet converging streams to feed it,

should be as strong as it is today. .In a word, its object is to

put the right man in the right place, thus, serving the interests

of the community by serving those of individuals. To
quote the head of the Paris Employment Exchange :

Wlieu everything emphasises the industrial, social, and national
necessity of taking special steps to find .employment for yonng persons,
it must be admitted that they were distributed among the various
branches of industry without discrimination or foresight, and too often
without even taking into account actual unfitness due to the health or
abilities of the individual (2*).

The question now to be solved is how these mistakes may
be remedied, and how a youth or girl may be intelligently

advised on the choice of a suitable career. In order to reach
a solution the various factors of the problem call for scientific

study— a task which is undertaken in the pages which follow.

Chronological Summary

1907 Hygiene Congress at Berlin; Roth, Imbert.
1908 Parsons' Vocational Guidance Bureau at Boston.
1911 Taylor's work.

Tievenstein's ^4. rheiterfrage.

Spearman's work on general ability.

1911 Psycho-analysis of trades; de Maday, Adler.
1915 Selection of aviators for war service.

1917 Army tests in the United States.

(24) Gauthier : L'Orientaiion professionnelle en France, in the Bulletin

du MinisUre du Travail, July-Aug. -Sept. 1921, p. 258. Paris.
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The Two Problems

Two forms (tl" llic inohlcin under consideration must be

(lis(in;ruislu'(l from \hv outset in order to avoid confusion.

On some occasions the prolilcm takes the form of the choice of

an occupation for an indiAidual (vocational guidance); on
others that of'fTie clioice of an individual for a given occupation

(vocational selection) (^).

Nocational selection chiefly interests the proprietor, ma-
niigenu'ut, and employer. TJieir desire is to find the best

l)ossible Avorkers. For ex-ample, there are 20 vacancies to be

filled in a factory or telephone exchange, and 100 applicants.

The problem is to select the 20 most efficient among this

hundred. The whole ])ioblem of selection is contained in the

choice of these most efficient workers, and the discovery of

means of making this choice. When once the choice is made
the employer gives no further thought to the 80 unfortunate
unsuccessful a])plicants. He will not offer them other vacan-
cies.

Tlie iirol)leni of vocational guidance, on the other hand, is

to discover the most suitable occupation for a given individual

with given abilities. Guidance is mainly concerned with the
success and welfare of the individual, but it need hardly be
pointed out that it thereby serves the best interests of the
community. It is at once personal and social in scope.
\'ocational guidance will in the end gradually absorb voca-
tional selection, for if vocational guidance is effective only
suitalde workers will a])ply for vacant posts. This ideal is

CL'rtainly distant, and until it is reached A''ocational selection
and guidance will continue to exist side by side.

The two (juestions frequently overlap in practice. For
examjde, in a district where the chief industry is \vatchmaking
or mining, vocational guidance consists very largely in
informing tlu' young nuin who comes for advice whether he

(1) Tlio IiiUMiiiiliojial Confereiicc at Barcelona in 1921 unanimously
adopted tliis dcliiiition of the terms 'selection' and 'guidance'. The
French and (ieriiiaii equivalent's of vocational selection are selection and
Attsleae respectively, and of vocational guidance orientation and Beruis-
beralutifj.
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is or is not fitted for mining or watchmaking. The examina-
tion for purposes of vocational guidance will be very similar

to that for purposes of selection. Or, to take another case, a
youth with inclination for a certain occupation, such as that of

engraver, will come to ask if he has the necessary abilities. In this

case selection tests will first have to be applied, but if they give

a negative result the methods of vocational guidance will

again be required to find another more suitable occupation
for the young man. Vocational guidance and selection

mutually support and assist each other. The antagonism
between them which has occasionally appeared has no
justification in fact. Each movement can profit by the
experience of the other, but it is none the less a fapt that
guidance is a- wider question and of greater social significance,

since it is both economic and moral.
In the case of entrance examination!^ to vocational schools

the tests required are selection tests.

The object of vocational guidance is to direct any given
individual (most frequently a young person, but he may also

be an unemployed adult or a disabled man) towards the
occupation in which his chances of success are the greatest,

because it is most suited to his mental or physical abilities.

The solution of the problem depends on three main factors :

knowledge of the individual to be advised; knowledge of the
abilities required for various occupations ; the supply of labour
in the district and the x^osts vacant. The last-named —
the state of the labour market — recalls the fact that the laws
of supply and demand apply to vocational guidance as to
everything else. Even if an occupation is entirely suitable for

a young man, he must not be advised to enter it if it is already
overstocked. The ]30sition of the labour market may, and
should, therefore, modify the final pronouncement of the
vocational counsellor. This fact in no way diminishes the
importance of the first two factors, since, even if the most
suitable occupation is closed, it is still necessary to find to

what other occupation the applicant is suited. This raises

the question of abilities, which is the principal subject of this

report.



Occupational Analysis

Mkthdds

The chief jn-ohlcni of vocational oMiidance is tlio dotormi-

nati(H» of an applicant's aV)ilities. Before considering this

prohlcm, however, the abilities required by the various

occu|)ations must l)e determined, as well as their requirements,

daniicrs, charactciistics, effect on health, the length of

apjirenticeship retpiired, and the remuneration offered. This
is the first task of the new science whicli is growing up. This
psycho-physiological analysis of occupations may be effected

l\v one of three methods : (1) enquiry, Acrbal or by question-

naire; (2) observation; (3) experiment.

Enquirij

The first method likely to occur to the investigator is

interrogation of those actually engaged in the trade. Ques-
tions may l)e addressed either to emi)loyers or workers, and
may be put either verbally in the course of conversation,
when the ])erson questioned describes the abilities required
for the work, or by means of questionnaires drawn up before-

hand, when the i)erson interrogated has only to reply to

(|uestions asked. The method of conversation has the advan-
tage of not giving any suggestions to the person from whom
the information is desired, and of giving a clear idea of his own
estimate of his trade. Its drawback is that replies tend to be
^ cry vague, and are liable to considerable omissions. Many
things may not l)e mentioned because, tliough important, they
arc not thought of at the moment (i). The questionnaire
method was invented to overcome this drawback, and has the
additional advantage that, being more precise, it is possible
to draw up statistics of the replies if so desired. The two
methods arc not mutually exclusive, and it appears desirable
to use both of them — free conversation followed by the
<luestionnaire.

(1) An example of these ocfJipiitional descriptions {Berufsbilder) will
l)e f«nin«l in tlie elia])ler headed Psyrhoh der Beruje, by 0. Lipmann, in the
Ilandbuth drr rcrglcirhendeii I'sijrhol. .Munich, 1922.
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As an example of a questionnaire, that drawn up by
Lipmann on the basis of the work of various other writers may
be cited ('^). It includes 86 questions regarding various
abilities, each question requiring the reply ^yes' or 'no'. For
example: "Does the position of require the following-

abilities : (1) perception of inadequately illuminated objects;

(2) perception of slight noises; (3) perception, recognitionj and
discrimination of faint odours, etc. ? " Other questions refer

to memory, strength or accuracy of movement, drawing, etc.

It is possible thus to list the chief abilities required in

different trades, but such a list should be supplemented by
adding to each capacity desired a coefficient indicating its

relative importance, and the moment at which this ability is

specially necessary. An ability may be regarded from
various points of view, and Piorkowski {^) also asks —

(1) if an ability is {a) essential, (6) merely desirable, (c)

of no importance, for the exercise of a trade;

(2) if an ability is required (a) constantly, (b) occasionally,

(c) never, in the exercise of a trade;

(3) if the ability is developed [a) considerably, (b) mode-
rately, (c) not at all, either by the exercise of the trade, by
training, or by natural development.

Even with the assistance of a questionnaire, however, the
results obtained by enquiry are often very difficult to use,

especially in the case of higher-grade occupations. Different
representatives of the occupation will give entirely contra-
dictory replies to the same questions (^). Great prudence
must, therefore, be exercised in following this method.

bservation

Although the questionnaire is necessarily the starting point
in anah^sing occupations, it cannot in itself attain the desired
end. The complex characteristics of different trades cannot
all be provided for in a questionnaire drawn up beforehand.
In any trade there are a number of other factors to be ascer-

tained which must influence the selection of applicants, and
these factors can only be discovered by close observation of

the trade, its effects, and factors affecting it.

The difficulty is to know who can undertake such observa-
tion. The worker himself will usually be unable to do so ; it is

(2) 0. Lipmann : Zur psycholog. Charaeieristik der mittleren Berufe,
in the Zeitschrift fiir angewandte Psychologie (liereai'ter quoted as Ztschr. /.

angew. Psych.), Vol. XII, 1916. This questionnaire is reproduced in Fon-
TEGNE : LTJrientatioTi professionneUe, p. 95.

(3) Piorkowski : Die psycholog. MeiJioJogie, p. 93. Second edition, 1919.

(4) Lipmann : Wirtschaftspsychol., p. 22. Second edition, Leipzig, 1921.
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(lifficult to observe and analyse a complex process. Frequently

foremen or enirineers will be ef|ually unable to do so. The
psyeliolij^nst is ignorant of the trade and would have difficulty

in"followin<: its complex processes. There is only one method
of solving the problem, which is to initiate the psychologist

into the work to be analysed, since he alone is really able to

carry out the necessary observation. The best method is for

him actually to woik the trade under consideration for a

certain perioil.

In addition to direct observation of the processes of the

trade, observation of the effects produced on it by certain

causes, or its infhience on other factors, may be considered.

Thus, the causes of failure in any occupation and the reasons

for changes of occupation should be investigated, also the

relative importance of overwork, distaste due to monotony,
physical or mental unsuitability, defects of character, sick-

ness, etc. Just as ])athology throws light on physiology, and
breakdowns in machinery explain its normal working, so

difficulties in following an occupation may explain its inner

working and analyse it, so to speak, by a kind of natural

dissection. This is, in fact, an application of the methods
of pathology to occupational analysis (^).

Observation and analysis of accidents may also prove
fruitful. By way of example Otto Selz's book on the analysis

of aeroplane accidents may be mentioned (^). Statistics

drawn u]) by the Bavarian flying schools in 1918 show^ed that

53 })er cent, of flying accidents were due to a cause connected
with the individual ability or predisposition of the aviator.

By means of an analysis of each accident Selz was able to

distinguish the most necessary abilities, including ability to

divide attention, resistance to distraction, rapidity of ax^pcr-

ception, presence of mind, absence of nervx)usness, skill in

estimating distance. This analysis was the basis of the tests

which Selz ])ro]iosed for the selection of aviators.

Analysis of injuries to health in the different occupations,
as well as of the causes of occupational diseases, may also be
of assistance in determining the abilities required. To return
to the example of aviators, it has been found that the extreme
fatigue which they have at times to endure may lead to injury
to the heart or other organs (aviators' disease). Such infor-

mation should be noted in recruiting aviators.

(5) For ail illustration of the light thrown on the psychology of type-
writing by a Btudy of errors made by typists, see W. Heinitz : Untersu-
chuHfjen iiber die Fehlleistungen beim Maschinenschreiben, in Ztschr. /. angew.
Psych., Vol. XVIII, 1921.

(fi) 0. .Selz : Ueber den Anteil der individuellen EigenscJiajtenderFlug-
jiihrer uiid Beobachier an FliegerunfdUen, in Ztschr. i. anqeiv. Pstich., Vol.
XV, 1919.
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Experhnent

Experiment is observation carried out under conditions
making it possible to determine with absolute accuracy what
factors are involved in the phenomenon under consideration.

It is necessary in undertaking an analysis of these factors, and
essential in checking data obtained from mere observation or
enquiry. Mere observation cannot, in effect, explain the
exact ability which is of most importance in a series of manual
or other operations. Take for example a girl employed on
inspecting bicycle balls. She has to sort the balls, and
eliminate all those with flaws such as dents, scratches, or fire

cracks. Ordinary observation would no doubt show that
good eyesight was required, as these defects are very difficult

to detect. Good eyesight, however, is not sufficient. The
work also requires a trained eye, judgment, discrimination,

and great promptness and skill in movement, in order to pick
up balls rapidly from one box, throw defective balls into

another, and sound balls into a third box. The whole process
requires sustained and untiring attention. Other questions,

however, arise which can only be answered by experiment,
such as the relation between the abilities mentioned, their

relative importance, and whether attention is actually neces-

sary, or is semi-unconscious and automatic.
Mr. Edmond Degallier, who is at once a technical expert

and a skilled psychologist, shows in his article on conditions
of work in watchmaking (^) that the watchmakers' chief

difficulty is to achieve accurate dimensions. " Variations in

the dimensions of the pivots are measured in hundredths of

millimetres. " The worker often polishes the pivot too much,
and exceeds the limit required. x\ccording to Mr. ' Degallier
'' the object is to discover the causes of excessive polishing,

turning, or filing in given practical actions. Possibly the
problem is one of manual dexterity, but control of movement,
foresight, and attention are also involved. For instance, the
longer and thinner a steel pivot is to be, the greater is the
skill needed to turn it; now, every watchmaker's apprentice
has at one time or another had cause to regret that the result

of applying extra 'skill' was to produce a pivot which was too
small after all. " Only systematic experiment will make it

possible to assess the relative importance of the various
factors in a watchmaker's work, such as estimate of dimensions,
accuracy in this estimate — which is an intellectual process, as

it '' involves complete understanding of the mechanical
operations involved " — decision, practical application of

(7) E. Degallier : Eorlogerie et psychoL, in Arch, de Psych., Vol. XIV,
1914, No. 54. Geneva.
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tlK' (Iccisidii, choiti' of pioccss lo ht' used, choice of tool to cany
out the decision, disliilmtioii and sliiflinji- of attention. "In
view of llie complex it y of Ihe problem it appears that only

accurate rxjicrinimt tan solve it '', adds Mr. De^allier.

Experiment as ai)plic<l to occupational analysis takes two
forms. It may he. or attempt to supply, either an objective

or a subjective analysis. Objective analysis consists in

resolviiiir into their component parts the motions involved in a

occupational acti\ity. This may be done by photography,
espc«'ially by cinemato.iira]»hy, with the use of the slowing-

down process by which the different parts of each movement
can be shown. Anollu'r nu'thod of analysing movements is to

attach an electric light to the liand or other limb of the worker,

and ]>hotograi>h it. The moving lamp leaves a track on the

film or i)late which enables the observer to follow every detail

of the motion. This use of the cyclograph, as it is called, was
devised by the Anu'rican Gilbreth. It is also possible by
means of other giai)hic ])rocesses to trace the movements of a

tool(«).

All such methods, however, are rather those of recording
instruments than of actual experiment. Experiment is required
in the comparison of good and bad workers, or in the
performance of certain movements for analysis under given
circumstances ; for example, the work of learners may be
measured in such a way as to follow the process of acquiring
the necessary movements. It should be noted that this objec-
tive analysis is of no value for vocational guidance or selection

except in so far as it helps to determine the subjective abilities

which tlu' worker has to use in carrying out the necessary
movements.

Subjective analysis is intended to determine the psycho-
])hysiological abilities or functions involved. Experiments
to provide such an analysis may be carried out in various ways.
A method of ex])eriment which meets ordinary requirements
and has already been frequently used is to take a number of

good and bad workers of the occupation under consideration
and compare them in respect of a given psychological ability.

For example, if there is reason to suppose that a given kind
of work, e. g. typewriting, requires a good verbal memory, this
hypfithesis may l)e verified as follows. A test of verbal
memory is chosen (repetition of long sentences read only once),
and this test is applied to see whether the better typists succeed
and the bad typists fail in it. The value of this experiment
is dependent f»n its being api)lied to a large enough number of
subjects for th(» results to be independent of chance. If of 30
good typists 25 produced results above the average, while of

(8) e. g. tlie sclf-reooTdiufr plane in Amar : Organisation phr/siologique
<}u travail, p. 71. Paris, 1017. See also Schulte : Die Berufse'ignung des
JJamenfriseurs. Leipzig, 1021.
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30 bad tyioists only 5 were above the average, one would be

€ntit]ed to conclude that there is a certain relation — a

correlation, as it is called {^) — between the abilities required

for the memory test (attention, memory) and abilities required

for the occupation of typewriting. Verbal memory would
then be noted as one of the abilities required for this

occupation (i°).

By this method it is possible to determine not only the kind

of ability required for a trade, but also the minimum degree of

these abilities which is essential. Thus, while it is doubtless

essential to be able to see distinctly in order to be a grocer, it

is not necessary to have as good eyesight for this occupation

as for that of tramway driver or watchmaker.

Joh Analyses and Occupational PsycTiographs

When an occupation has been analysed by the various

methods just described, the results obtained are presented

in a job analysis. Its psychological characteristics are

summarised in a schedule which may be called a psycho-

vocational inventory or occupational psychograph. The ideal

would be for this psychograph to be presented as a pscho-

vocational graph, i. e. a diagram showing the relative importance
of the psychological abilities required by the different

occupations.
A job analysis generally contains information of three

kinds :

(1) Technical information : the technical characteristics

of the occupation; types of machinery or tools used; whether
the worker is seated, standing, or moves about; whether he
lifts light or heavy weights; whether the occupation is clean or

(9) As reference will frequently be made to correlation and correlation

coefficients, it may be explained, for the benefit of those to whom these

terms are imfamiliar, that the correlation coefficient measures the degree
of correspondence between two series of phenomena. When the corres-

pondence is perfect (i. e. when one phenomenon is always accompanied
by the other), the correlation coefficient equals 1. When the correspondence
is completely inverse (i. e. if, when one phenomenon is present, the other

is always absent, the two being thus mutually exclusive), the coefficient

is negatiA^ and equals — 1. When there is no correlation, the coefficient

equals 0. For details see Claparede : Psychol: de Venjant, p. 366 (eighth

edition, Geneva, 1920); Stern : Die clijferenUelle Psychol., p. 279 (Leipzig,

1911); Thorndike : Menial and Social Measurement (New York, 1913);
Brown and Thomson : The Essentials of Mental Measuremeni (Cambridge,
1921).

(10) Examples of this kind of experimental research are to be found in

FoNTEGNE and SOLARi : op. cit., in Arch, de Psych., Vol. XVII, 1919;
Streller : Die Berujseigntmg des Icaufmdnnischen Bureaubeamten (Leipzig,

1921).; Brugmans en Prak : Een j)sycholog. Analyse van de Telefoniste

(The Hague, 1921).
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dirty ('M, ii<»i>^y or otherwise, if it involves exposure to great

heat ()r cohl, iliist, dimij), smells, ])oisoiious fumes, etc.

(!') Industrial infornuition : ])eiiod and cost of trainino;

initial waives; increases; opportunities for promotion:
proi)ortion of uncniph)yment; daily hours of work; etc.

(li) Psych«)-physioh>oical information.

{n) Pliysical abilities recpiired : height, muscular strength.

etc.

(h) Psycliological abilities re((uired : knowledge (previous

education), degree of LitMieiiil inlellincnee. special abilities.

character traits.

(r) Dangers to health; diseases which the trade may
involve.

Ideally the (ieeii|i;il loiuil jts;, eli(i;.;r;t])h sllOUld be as oljjccti\ ('

as possiide. It is of little value to state that a trade requires
manual skill, attention, perseverance, energy, enthusiasm,
common sense, or judgment, as no two persons interpret these
terms alike. In any case such terms have not the precision
required by science. A doctor attending a case of pneumonia
could not be satisfied with saying that to begin with the invalid
becomes very hot and subsequently his temperature falls

sliyhlly. Fixed points of reference and standards are required,
and vocational psychology is aiming at their discovery. The
abilities noted in the psychograph must be objectively
defined, and, as Link very truly says {^^), it should be possible
to define the psychological characteristics of a trade by saying
that it requires success in tests Nos. 2, 6, and 8, for example.
This ideal, however, will only slowly be attained, and moreover
only meets the needs of vocational selection.

For vocational guidance something further is needed. In
this case the characteristics of an individual are the starting
point, and it is practically impossible to dispense with
descriptions in terms of psychology. If it is desired to ascertain
the relations between certain abilities and certain occupations,
it is essential to consider the latter from the psychological
standpoint in order to decide what trade a young' man with
certain mental abilities should be advised to enter. In order
to meet this requirement a systematic classification of
occupations is necessary; job analyses will help in building
ui) such a system, but subsequently they will merely be
complementary to it.

(11) Link {Employment Psychol, p. 263, New York, 1920^ liglitly
I)ouit.s out that some of Ihiii iiii'onnation is only of relative value. Aii
occupation which one person would consider dirtv would seem cleali to
another.

(12) Link : oi). cit., p. 2.59.
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Classification of Occupations

The ideal of those who have to advise individuals of known
abilities as to the occupation most suitable for them would be
to have a systematic classification of occupations to which to

refer. What is wanted is something- which gives at a glance

all the possibilities in the way of A^ocational guidance; it should
make it possible, by a process of elimination and choice,

to find exactly what was sought, just as a botanical Flora
makes it possible to identify a plant when its characteristics

are ana-lysed. The ideal to be striven for is the determination
of an occupation by the analysis of abilities in just the same
way as the genus of a plant is determined by an analysis of its

characteristics.

The first step is to decide on the method of classifying

occupations. All occupations should first be known and
analysed by the methods already described. This would
evidently be a long and arduous task ; in the meantime a general

classification may be attempted on the lines of common
experience of the various types of occupation. This
classification will of course be a psychological one, as this is the
only kind which is of importance for the present purpose. The
best general classification appears to be that of Piorkowski (i^).

He divides all occupations into two main classes : (a) unskilled

occupations which require no special ability, {b) skilled

occupations requiring special abilities.

Unskilled occupations would include, for example, those of

navvy, hawker, errand boy, etc. It may be questioned
whether there really are any entirely unskilled occupations.
Certain jjhysical and muscular abilities, such as ability to

walk, etc., are required even by a navvy or porter. What the
author probably means is that these occupations call neither
for special training of these abilities nor for apprenticeship to

the trade (^*). Employment in these occupations might therefore

be offered to abnormal persons who cannot be educated, or

rather taught, but who are amenable in character, and may
make good bread or parcel carriers (^^).

(131 Piorkowski : Die psycJiolog. Metlwdologie. Second edition, 1919.

(14) According to Link (op. cit., p. 182) 76 per cent, of trades need
no special previous exjierience and can he learned in periods ranging from
one hour to one month.

(15) For criticism of the term , xuiskilled occupation ' see Baumgartner :

Einige Bemerkxingen ^ur Frage (lev Berufseignung, in Ztschr. 1. angew. Psych.,
Vol. XV, ]). 79. This writer points out ver\" truly that even in such a simple
trade as that of hotel boy no two persons are equally successful. He mentions
two boys of 1 i, one of whom did his work very well, ran to the telephone,
etc., while the other was slower and did not give satisfaction.
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Skilli'd ((ccupatioiis iiiv divided into three classes :

(1) Specialised {or Semi- Automatic) Occnpatious, involving

certain types of attention and certain reaction.s which do

n«)t vary. These cover the majority of factory workers,

niincis, etc. N'arious sub-divisions coidd be made according

h) the type of attention re(iuired.

(a) Coniinuous and regular attention applied to a

single object, e. g, weavers, miners.

(h) Distributed attention applied to a variety of

objects, e. g. workers in charge of two machines, tramway
drivers, observers of several signals, workers who sort and
classify samples.

(r) IJhythniic attention, e. g. a spinner whose work
retiuires him to alternate his attention between different

objects.

{tl) Concentrated attention which is only required at a
given moment and then intensively, e. g. foundry men at

the pouring of moulds, and chemical workers watching the

critical moment of a reaction.

(e) Fluctuating and intermittent alteulion, e. g. a

hotel ])orter who has to watch several things at once and.

to change the object of his attention constantly without
the need for any great effort of concentration.

Further sub-divisions can be introduced according to the

various reactions required by the different trades.

(2) Mfdium-ihade Occupations. These require a certain

anu)unt of intelligence and a certain combination of mental
abilities which, however, are fixed in advance and limited.

As examples may be quoted the work of compositors, telephone
operators, typists, goldsmiths, school teachers, gymnastic
instructors, and teachers of music, languages, etc., in fact all

those whose work lies within definite limits and is not creative.

The systematic classification of these medium grade occupations,
which are very varied and in many cases border on higher-

grade occupations, is not yet completed. As Lipmann points
out (^^), they may be classified according as they require more
nu'ntal or more manual work; intelligence, memory, or atten-
tion; accuracy or taste; collective or individual work. The
abilities recjuired will also differ according to the material
worked, whether wood, iron, textiles, etc.

(3) Higher- (irade Occupations. These require j)rimarily

creative intelligence (organisation, construction, discovery,
etc.) and judgment (distinction between essential and non-
essential factors, etc.); examples of these are the occui)ations

(Ifi) Lipmann : WMschaftfipsychol., pp. 20-21. Second edition,
Leipzig, 192L
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of engineer, architect, or doctor (^"). Lipmann proposed to
classify these occupations from two points of view, which
combined give nine subdivisions. The two points of view are
those of the mental activity involved and the nature of the
object to which the intelligence is. applied.

Type
of intelligence
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Tlu'M' liuiv:^ air i»Hly jiivoii by way of example and su^-

jrestion, but serve to show the jjreat ijractical value of classifi-

eation. To simplify the work of the vocational counsellor it

wouhl also be <lesirabh> to liave s])e('ial systems of classification

for individuals with some disability or abnormality Mhich
excludes them from a j3:reat many occupations (e.g. blind,

deaf, or one-armed men). Fonttigne, on the basis of the

w(»rk of Mlh' loleyko, even proposes a separate classification

for lefl-handed persons. Tn his. opinion, work with the left

ham! is partieuhirly injurious to the heart, and left-handed

persons should therefore be advised to avoid very heavy work.

It is also obvious that separate classifications should be drawn
u]) for each sex (^").

Hut tliis is not all. Up to the present only the sensory,

nu'iilal, and motor a])ilities required by the various classes of

track' have been considered. There are still the problems
of tile enu>tions, traits of character, and temperament. Some
trades are more specially suited to placid temperaments,
others to Hm'Iv temperaments; one trade may require conti-

nuous, another s])asmodic, work. Some occupations demand
exceptional moral (qualities, such as power of resisting tempta-
tion and honesty (e. g. in bank cashiers). The good salesman
shoidd have a special talent for persuasion. The ideal

classification should be dichotomic, and should be based on
the foundamental abilities needed. Such a system, however,
will not be com])leted without long and persistent hard work,
wliicli will i('(|uiie widespread and general co-operation.

(19) LlPM.VNN {FHyclwl. der Frauenarheii, in T)ie Frau, Aug. 1920)
rai'^es the f|ueHti(m tlius : (1) Is a woman in general more or less suited
to ocMMipalional employment than a man ! (2) Are there occupations for
which a man or a woman is more specially or exclusively suited? Are there
any f)Ccnpatioiis whicli are specifically women's occupations ? (3) In occu-
pations suited to both sexes, is the output of a women equal to that of a
man?
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on the children themselves instead of on photographs, but
no real science of physiognomy has yet been evolved. Binet
examined a large number of children with this in view, but
was only able to establish a connection between a prominent
chin and strength of will (i°).

One cause of error in judging a person by observation
is the fact that the sympathy or antipathy which he arouses

may be influenced by causes of which the observer is

unconscious, as, for example, a vague resemblance to another
person whom he likes or dislikes. Unfortunately these

impressions are the strongest. ISTeverthelesS; observation of

the subject can provide a certain amount of information
regarding his character, his behaviour, or his temperament
(nervous, phlegmatic, diffident, courteous, attractive, etc.).

Until means are found of determining character by experiment,
observation is the only means of obtaining information on
this subject.

Some investigators think that graphology niaj be used.

For some years Binet in France, Klages in Germany, and
Downey and Osborn in America have been endeavouring
to reduce this art to an exact science (i^). It is very pro-

bable that some characteristics have a definite effect on
handwriting, but it is still open to question exactly what
characteristics do this and how the resulting modifications of

handwriting can be estimated. Up to the present data pro-

vided by the graphologist — even assuming agreement on the
part of different graphologists — can only be admitted as

presumptive evidence.

Medical Examination

We need here only mention medical examination, which
for the most part is a matter of observation. It should be
carried out by a doctor. There are, however, some tests of

the heart and other organs which are experimental; sensation,
motor ability, muscular strength, and anthropometric factors
may be determined by a psychological or physiological expert
in vocational guidance who has the necessary special training.

The object of the medical examination is rather to discover
counter-indications against a given trade than to determine
special abilities.

(10) Binet in the Annee psycholog., Vol. XIV, p. 24.

(11) For a general ssurvey of the subject cf. Downey : Graphology
and the Psychology of Handwriting. Baltimore, 1919.
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Anthropo III civic Examination

It : iii;i> Ix' asked wlu'tluT aiithiopoiiietry, i. e. the

anatoinicai nu'asuivmcnt of man (heiojht, chest measurement,

U'Ui^tli «»l" limbs, cranial dimensions, etc.), is of value in

voeati(tnal uiiidanee and can uive information on physical or

physiolouical aliilities. An eminent P'rench anthropologist,

I*n)fess(»r .Manonvriei-. is exircmely sceptical of this. In his

o])iniun it is —
illnsmy to rely t»ii aMtliioiimiu-try lor the iliaguosis and prognosis of

.•il>ilitios. as oven in manual oecupalions and games the value and success

of individual-* depend on conditions too complex to be discovered even
liythc most niitiute and numerous anatomical measurements {^^).

Am iir(i|>i>nieliy does not sufficiently emphasise activity.

The siiape or the anatomical measurement of a limb is only

one factor in the ability to use the limb. Moreover, in the

case of children, the proportions of the various, members
chanjic more »>)• less witli aae. Professor Manouvrier
continues

:

From the jioint of view of predicting the future abilities of children,

data regarding the variations to which an individual is subject up to

the aire of 1 s, 20. or more should be accepted with great caution. Abilities

should be determined by careful experiment and not by measurement.
When the child, after receiving a physical and intellectual education
in th> school, has to choose an occupation, his abilities should be
estimated directly and not by guesses based on anthropometry.

This pessimistic estimate of the practical value of

anthropjuiL'try is no doubt justified by the present contribution
of t his science to vocational guidance. It can hardly be denied,
however, that it may make progress and produce useful results,

if it is <leveloi)ed in this new direction (^^). This vicAv gains
strong support from the hopes which Dr. Godin, a follower
of Manouvrier, bases on anthropometry.

It is, of course, certain that anatomical development may
in som:' cases determine the type of occupation. There are
dift'ei-ent muscular occupations, as Dr. F. lU^gnault (i^) points
out. T^vo opposite types may be contrasted: the man
with short stumpy limbs who is strong but slow (the
strong type), an d the tall, thin man, swift and agile, but less

stromr (the extension type). These two types are com-
bined with various otlier characteristics (nervous or cold

(12) L. Maxoi^ i;i i.i; : A iiihiajxnii'-hif rl opIHuiU's ill the Bevue aiilhro-
polorjif/iie, 1911. Paris.

(1-^) Gonix : Manuel cVanOuopologie peclagogique, p. 8. Neuchfvtel
and I\iris, 1920.

(U) IIegnault : Les lypefi et les vocations mifi^rii'lairef^, in the Eevue
scienliji'jue, 12 Oct. 1912, p. t58. Paris.
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However, information supplied by the sehool may be very
valuable, provided it is given by men who know how to observe
their pupils. But even in the most favourable circumstances
this information cannot take the place of an objective exami-
nation (^).

At the Barcelona Conference Dr. Lipmann, in his report on
the function of the school in vocational guidance, drew the
conclusion that the school cannot itself carry out vocational
guidance but that its co-operation is necessary (^). The
Conference unanimously agreed to these conclusions. The
school as at present understood is certainly not well fitted to

estimate abilities of value in occupations. It is too bookish,
too much attached to words, not sufficiently active, and too
remote from life. But it may well be asked whether the school
as it should be and as it is already in some pioneer institutions

(e. g. Dr. Decroly's school at Brussels, and the Ecoles nouvelles)
is not more fitted than any other body to estimate, investigate,

and even to stimulate these abilities. By giving the children
information regarding various occupations and showing them
something of different trades, for example, by means of cine-

matograph films, the school could certainly arouse latent
interests or suj^press illusory inclinations.

In conclusion it may be said that, while at present the
school is in no way equipi3ed or adapted to co-operate usefully
with the vocational counsellor, there is no reason why the
school of the future should not do so. This presupposes a
special preparation of the teachers, including a better study 6f

psychology. They should be instructed in the difficult art of

observing the child and enabled to make such observation
as objective as possible.

Observation of the Subject

Mere observation will not give the. vocational counsellor
much accurate information, for the very good reason that he
will rarely have an opportunity of watching the behaviour of
his subject in everyday life, and in the various circumstances

(7) Experiments have been made to find to what extent teachers'
opinions of their pnpils correspond with the results of tests. Cf. F. Engel-
MANN : Vergleich ion Begabungspriifung und Lelrrerurteil, in Ztschr. pddago-
gischer Psychol, Mar. 1920. Wilhelm : Beitrdge zur Begahungspsycliol.
auf Grund des LehrertiHeils, in Ztschr.

f. angew. Psych., Vol XIX. Stern :

Die Intelligenz der Kinder, p. 194 (Intelligent und Fichulleistung). Leipzig,

(8) See Lipmann : The ScJiool in the Service of Vocational Study, in the
British Journal of Psychol, Vol. XII, 1912 (Cambridge), for full English
translation of this report. The original German is given in Detjxieme
Conference Internationale de Psyciio-teciinique appliquee a l'O-
RiENTATiON PROFESSiONNELLE : Cowpte rendu. Barcelona, Institut de
rOrientacio professional. 1922.
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arisinp: in it. ()bst'i\ alion will hv liinitod to forming an opi-

nion from his face, niovcnu'iits, manner, lan<ina,ue, and possibly

liandwriling. It is impossible to avoid jnd.uint)' by appearances

to a certain e\t«'nt. One proverb tells us that " clothes make
the n»an ", but the errors into which this may lead are well

known. Another |»ro\<'rb, as true as the first though directly

contradictory, says that "It is not the cowd that makes the

monk". ".Judge not by appearances" and other similar

aphorisms insist on the same truth.

The human face does not necessarily indicate the presence

or absenci' of intelligence. liinet and Pintner (^) realised how
fre<|uently mistakes may be made in this connection. They put
before a n\imber of persons a collection of photographs of

norma! and abnormal children and asked them to distinguish

between them and arrange them in order of intelligence.

Even doctors and teachers showed a considerable proportion
of eirors.

liinet showed some teachers a collection of forty portraits

of children, half of whom were normal and half abnormal.
When asked to give an opinion, the teachers made some very
bad mistakes, and .'^5 })er cent, of the estimates were incorrect,

l^ii.tncr took twelve j)hotogTa])hs of children whose intelligence

ha<l been measured by means of tests and whose coefficient

of intelligence was known. Pie then asked doctors, teachers,
])syclutlogists, students, and others to arrange the photographs
in order of intelligence. The grades so estimated were then
compai'ed with the actual grades in the tests, and the correla-

tion between the two was calculated. The coefficients were
very low, the best being 0.52 and the worst -0.63. The
average correlation coefficients for the different groups of ob-
servers were as follows :

I

I rimip
1") psycliologists

17 teachers
9 (lop to IS

1 1 niiscellancoii.s persons
1 1 students

CorrciaUon roeft'icicnt

0.18
0.09

. 06

.
0.*")

0.03

The conclusion to be diawn, in \ iew of these unsatisfactory
residts, is that it is impossible to estimate children's intelli-

gence mei-ely fiom photographs. In the experiment described
abov<' the most intelligent child had an intelligence coefficient
of l.!».'i and the least intelligent one of 0.47, calculated on
the V<'rkes-Hridges intelligence scale. The estimates Avould
probably have l)een more satisfactory if they had been based

(9) CI. iSiNKT in ilie Autu'r psijchohxj.. Vol. XII, 1906, p. 271; Borel
in the Amu'-e psi/,l,nloii.. Vol. XIV, p. 141. Also Pintner : InteUigence as
pulinidtrd hfnti f'hoU>ffriii>hs, in tlK' J'si/choJog. Review. 1918, p. 280.
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means to give the child a taste for work for which he is fitted

and to dissuade him from occupations to which he is uselessly

attracted. A distinction should be drawn between real

inclination resulting from deep-seated aspirations and
superficial ambition arising from suggestions derived from
friends or books. Nor should inclination be confused with
ambition. Many people wish to enter certain trades from
no interest in the trade itself but for the sake of certain indirect

advantages which they hope to gain. Mr. Jonckheere, a
Belgian professor, investigated the motives which led the
students of the normal college at Brussels to enter the teaching
profession, and discovered that none of them had a real

vocation for the profession, i. e. they did not enter it because
of a real taste for it, but because the choice was dictated

by secondary factors such as parents' advice or utilitarian

considerations (^).

The precise relation between inclination and ability can
only be determined by observation and experiment. The
first experiments in this sphere were carried out by the
American psychologist Thorndike on a number of students.
He found a high correlation (0.89) between ability and interest.

On the other hand, more recent experiments by Bridges and
Dollinger lead to the conclusion that a person's interests are

an extraordinarily inaccurate indication of his relative

capacities. Hartmann and Dashiell in similar experiments
found that of 31 persons 25 showed a positive correlation

between ability and interest, the average correlation for the
whole number being 0.243. In short, it appears that there
certainly is a correlation but that it is uncertain and
inconstant ('*).

The variation of tastes with age should also be studied.

The tastes of the child are often modified during adolescence
and vary with age, as is shown by a large number
of investigations which have been carried on during the last

twenty years into the ambitions of children (^). As yet,

however, there is no information available regarding the extent
-to which the inclinations of the adolescent persist in adult life.

(3) T. Jonckheere : Devieni-on instituteur par vocation ? in Arch,
de Psych., Vol VIII, IGC^.

(4) Thorndike : Interests and their Relation to Abilities, in the Popular
Science Monthly, 1012. New York. Bridges and Dollinger : The
Correlation between Interests and Abilities, in the Psycholog. Eeriew, 1920.
Princeton, N. J. (Thorndike replied to this in the same Eeview, 1921, p. 374).
H\RTMAN and Dashiell, in the Psycholog. Bulletin, 1919. Princeton, N. J.

These experiments are inadequate to prove any thesis,, and should be extended
and completed by observation in everyday life.

(5) On the question of the favourite trades of children see, among others,
F. Baumgarten : Beruisiviinsche nnd Lieblingsidcher (Langensalza, 1921);
and the report on the investigation made by the Rousseau Institute : M.
Chavannes and H. Jezler : Le choix d'une profession, in the Intermediaire
des Educateurs, Jan. 1919, C-eneva.
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Occiipntion mid Vootlion

Tlu' ideal case is tliat of the person wliosc interests and
ahililies coineide. In siieii a ease it may in<leed be said that

tlie oecupatioii whieli lie wishes to enter is a true vocation.

\'oeation si^rnifies I h<' union in any individual oi" interest and
ahililies in one hrandi of activity. 'Occupation' is an objectiA^e

ti'rni, '\-ocation' lias a psycholoixieal content.

I tilmixjdlion >>f
I'ltsons Ac(jiniiiif<(l in'tli the Subject

I iiterro^^ation of the subject may with advantage be
supplemented, especially in the case of a child, by information
obtained from j)ersons who know him, the family, neiohbours,

fiieiids. school, and societies. Greater or less importance will

attach to information from these sources according- to the

circumstances. If the child to be advised is a boy scout,

the scout masters will be able to give useful information, as the

scouts are organised according to their chief abilities, and it is

possible to watch them in their various activities, many of

which have certain features in common with the chief trades.

The most valuable information, however, can be obtained
from the school. The value of the statements made by the
candidate's teachers is very variously estimated. In some
resj)ects a teacher who has had a child in his class for one or

more years is in an excellent ])Osition to know him and give
an ojiinion on him. On the other hand, however, the
sch(jlastic work on which the children are judged is very
different from occupational work. It may be questioned
whether the school affords opportunities for evincing the
(|ualities which will be the most useful in the majority of trades.

Mr. Chi'istiaens, who is well (jualified to give an opinion on this

matter, as he was formerly a head master and is today head
of the vocational guidance office in Brussels, writes as
follows (fi):

'I'lie (k'lei-tioii ot abilities oaiiiiol lie left entirely to the teacher, the
pro'essnr, or liead of an iiisslitution, nor to a conunittee of teachers
ai)|»oiiite<l >^oIely on tlie gronnd of their edncational qualifications. The
alinosj)here of tlie school does not reproduce tliat of society at large;
that is ohvious. The abilities resulting from adaptation to the former
are nol those produced l)y adaptation to the latter. There are sometimes
fuiirlaincnta! diflerences between the two environments. The abilities
developed by the school are only indirectly of use in employment.

Mr. Christiaens recalls the number of famous men whose
school reports were always bad, and points out that six times
out of ten t he predictions of teachers are not realised.

T)) ('nKi<T[\EV> : L'oricuUiMou professionnsUe den enjanlfs, i).

Brussels, IHU.
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Diagnosis of Vocational Abilities

Methods of Diagnosis

Once the abilities required by various occupations have
been determined and suitably classified, the next step is to

determine whether a given individual possesses a specified

ability— the rroblem of vocational sel'^'^tion — and to diagnose

the abilities of a given individual — the problem of vocational

guidance. The methods described in connection with

occupational analysis are also applicable here : enquiry (from

the individual and those acquainted with him), observation,

and experiment.

Interrogation of the Subject

Conversation with the person concerned is essential before

any advice is given on the choice of an occui^ation. The value
of this conversation is, however, very differently estimated.
While some give it the most important place, others regard
it as of practically no value and try to replace it by an entirely

objective examination.
Parsons, as has already been pointed out, employed solely

the method of interrogation. In so far as his questions refer

to the occupations or inclinations of the child or youth they are

quite legitimate, even though the person questioned, through
timidity or deliberately, may perhaps feel that he must conceal
the fact that he smokes or drinks or likes going to the cinema;
but when it comes to estimating the subject's own abilities, the
value of questioning becomes very doubtful. Knowledge .of

self is the most difficult thing in the world. There are very
few people who could give an accurate estimate of their

intelligence, memory, hearing, or manual skill. In one
direction or another anyone may be completely mistaken
about himself. Bloomfield truly says that self-knowledge is

easier for children than we think; it is certainly possible to

obtain reliable information by this means, but some independent

114626
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aiul (»l.jc(' rl.rck must 1)0 ai)i)li('(l (M. Tho intcrro.oatory

nu'tluul is of little nuuv value with an adult than with a child,

hut it may supply valnahlc sujrjrestioiis. The (|iiestions should

refer jirineipally t(» :

(1) family ((nulit ion^ : ..(ciiitations of t lie i)arents, etc.,

financial |msilion :

(2) health :iinl heredity;

(3) physi(|u<', appetite, sleep, strength, fatigue,

endurane*';

(i) habits: smokiui:-, theatres, reading, games or

hohhies;

(.">) education, sehodls attended;

(d) anihitions : occupation desired, inclinations,

interests, ideals;

(7) various intellectual and moral (lualities;

(«) defects : vices, lack of ability.

I ticli nations (ind Abilities

One ol the greatest drawbacks of the interrogatory method
is that it gives far more information regarding the inclinations

and interests (su])jective i)hen()mena) of an individual than his

actual abilities (objective phenomena). It is by no means
proved that inclination always coincides with ability; in fact

it is certain that in a great many cfses there is no relation

between the two. In su])port of this it is only necessary to

mention the many artists ardently devoted to their work w'ho
have never succeeded in having their pictures hung in any
exhibition and the number of ' orators ' who have a mania
for long speeches though totally devoid of eloquence.

The (piestion of the relation between inclination and ability

is of great imjiortance. To ignore the inclinations of a child
is often to depress him ami rob him of any joy in his work (^),

but to do s(» may l)e in his own interests. The intervention
of the school may be of \alue here in endeavouring by some

(1) The <int'>li(>miain' iiiclliiMi is used in a large number of vocational
miidan«-f f»fliccs. Its cliicf suijporter is Mr. Mauvezin, Director of the
H<ir<l<>aux office. In his iiilereslini^ hook La Rose des Meiiers (Varin, 1922)
he reprint.s his questionnaire, wjiieh eoin)>rises more than one hundred
fpu'.xtions. It is askinir rather nnu-li to exj^eel a child to say if he is imagin-
ative, if he hleeps witli liis mouth open, if he is frank, etc.

(2) It is well known how little interest the majority of Avorkers have
in tlieir work («-f. Lkvknsteis : Di" Arheilcrfmfje, ;Munich, 1912) and how
desiratde a restoration of this jov in work wouhl be. Cf. IT. IIerkner :

Die /{rdfuliin'i 'l^r Arbeitsireudr, in Tlirorie uud 1'nt.ris der Vollswirtschaft,
Dresden. 190.-).
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the theoretical interpretation of the phenomenon it is clear

that there are remarkably accurate processes now available
for determining the level or degree of intelligence especially

in children.

General intelligence may also be determined by means of

a number of different tests which all require the use of active
or integral intelligence. These tests propound a problem to

be solved. The tests given for general intelligence very
frequently include a group of tests for integral intelligence.

But it is also important to determine the quality of this

general intelligence as well as its degree. It has been
observed that problems which are identical in logical construc-
tion are solved differently by different persons according to

the subject of the problem. Thus one person ^>.ill be more
successful in solving abstract problems, another in solving
<'oncrete problems; some have an aptitude for mathematical
problems, others for mechanical problems, others again for

literary problems. Clearly these various aspects of general
intelligence ought in practice to be treated as variations in

special abilities.

The following may be cited, in addition to those of Binet and
Simon, as examples of general intelligence tests : Terman's
tests (2^), which are a revised and supplemented form of the
Binet-Simon tests, the numerous tests recently issued in the
United States, such as the army Alpha and Beta tests, the
Otis tests, Haggerty's tests, the Mental Survey Scale of

Indiana University, the National Intelligence Tests con-
structed by Haggerty, Terman, Yerkes, and Whipple, the
Detroit First-Grade Intelligence Test, the Miller Mental
Ability Test, and Myers' Mental Measure (^s). To this list

may be added the tests of Mile Descoeudres, which it is true
are only graduated for children from 2 to 7 years of age, but
could be carried further. These tests make it possible to
determine the mental age of a child within a few months
(provided it is a normal child). The tests proposed by Peter
and Stern for the selection of gifted children in the Hamburg-
Schools may also be mentioned {"^). The value of these tests

for vocational guidance and. selection will be considered later.

(24) Terma\' : The Measurement of Intelligence. Boston, 1916. Also
Yerkes : A Point Scale ior Measuring Mental Ability. Baltimore, 1915.

(25) For the Army tests cf. Yoakum and Yerkes : Army Mental
Tests. New York, 1920. The Otis Tests, Haggerty's and Miller's tests,

the National Intelligence Tests, and the Detroit Test are pviblished by the
World Book Co., Yonkers-on-Hudson (N.Y.), Myers' Mental Measure
by Newson and Co., New York.

(26) Descceudres : Le Dereloppenient de Venjant de deux a sept ans.
Neuchatel and Paris, 1921. Peter and Stern : Die Auslese beldhigter
Vollrsschiiler in Hamburg. Ijeipzig, 1919. For a list of the principal tests
proposed for measuring intelligence, cf. Stern and Wiecmann : Methoden-
sammlung zur Intelligenzpriilung. liCipzig, 1920. Unfortunately no
information is given regarding the rating of these tests, and without this
it is impossible to make use of this list.
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.1 hilUji Ttst.s

Tln'st' ti'sts iii:i> l»f (li\ idi'd into two main classes roforring

t'itluT to natural i»r to aciiniivd abilities. It may justly be

objrtied that knowled^^e, especially knowledge acquired by
memory, al>o\e all by \crbal memoiy, is not ability. This

is true; but in piacticc it is vciy dil'ficult to separate the two
entirrly. For one tliin.-i the ac(|uisition of knowl(Mlue depends

to alar;:*' extent on natural abilities ((d)servati()n, nuMuory, etc.),

and for another the develoinnent of natural abilities is largely

influenciMl by a<'(|uired knowledge (for example, mathematical

ability will de|M'nd on the a((|uisition of knowledge on which
this ability can act; literary ability dejiends on wealth of

vocabulary: wiiting ability on tem])eiament). Tests of

knowlcd<:(' ina\ 1 hcict(ir<' be considere(l as a sub-division of

ability Icvt..

Kntnihihjr Trst.s. These tests may apply either to know-
ledge naturally ac(|uired by contact with environment- (inform-

ation tests) or knowledge acquired in school. Information
tests consist of (piestions regarding matters of everyday life.

At the h'ousseau Institute a series of such questions have been
drawn uji; e.g. What are the duties of a magistrate? If oil

and water are mixed, what happens? How many days does a
g(»od liner take to go from Havre to Xew York? etc.

In addition to questions on ordinary knowledge, mention
may be made of tests of vocabulary, including wealth of

vocabulary. The latter depends much more on environment
than on school jirogress. Mile Descoeudres observed, in the
course of her investigations and experiments in the language
of children, that children of the well-to-do classes had a much
larger \ocabuIary than those of the working classes, and in

certain language tests there was a difference of as much as
100 jier cent. There are as yet no good series of suitably
uraduated tests of information and knowledge for adults.

Tests of scholastic knowledge cover arithmetic, spelling,

geography, etc. Psychologists in various countries are engaged
in drawing up scales for the evaluation of such knowledge. It

would also be desirable and doubtless not difficult to find a
means of estimating accurately and rapidly a person's knowledge
(»f a ior<'ign language. A distinction would have to be drawn
between understanding the language when spoken or read,
speaking it, and writing it.

7V.s7.s- "j Xdtinuil Ahililirs. These tests are intended to
determine the actual |)sychological abilities, tendencies, and
capacities of the individual. The name 'natural abilities' does
not imply that they are solely the result of heredity and in no
way of education. In my opinion, Christiaens goes too far
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any more than a hundred other tests which ought to do
so much more fully. Moreover, as the test was discovered
by chance, it is at least possible that it may itself be the result

of purely accidental causes; the number of subjects may not
have been sufficient to eliminate the possibility of the
correlation being- the result of chance. Even if repeated ex-

periments produce the same result, it is impossible to avoid
the idea that what the completion test measured was not
specific engineering ability but rather general intelligence,

in which case the so-called occupational test would not deserve
its title. It is hardly necessary to say that selection by
empirical tests involves the use of a number of such tests; a
single test could not be made the basis of a decision.

General Criticisrti of Occupational Tests

In theory all occupational tests have the disadvantage of

using as a means of diagnosis an operation which is success-

fully x>erformed by individuals who have learned the trade, are

well acquainted with it, and have practised it. It must
therefore be proved that ability to pass the test is not the
result of apprenticeship or training, and it may be questioned
whether it is fair to judge a candidate before training by means
of a test which possibly presupposes training.

If, in a given individual, A is his ability to pass the test

before training and J.' his ability to pass the same test after

training, what guarantee is there that A will give any real

indication of A' (for it is A' which is of the greatest practical

importance) ? In order to make such a prediction, it is

necessary to ascertain that in a number of individuals their

final abilities (Jl', B"*, C) are in proportion to their initial

abilities
(
A, B, C) so that

— - A _ _^ etc
A'"

~ B' "~ C' ^
^'

This, however, still remains to be proved. Further develop-
ment of this criticism, which is of great importance, will be
deferred to the sections on natural and acquired abilities and
educability.

Psychological Tests

The object of psychological tests is to indicate and measure
the various psychological capacities, whether simple (e. g.

auditory acuity or sense of pitch) or more complex (e.g.

arithmetical or drawing ability or motor dexterity). For
purposes of vocational guidance psychological tests may be
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tli\i»l('(l into two main classes, each coinprisinji' two siib-

(li\ isions t lius :

i 'Posts t>r total iiitcl'ijieiice

'l\'sls (if i^finial intt'Hiirciifi' 'Tests of jii'iioral integral iiitelli-

' tjenco

'IVsts .,[ sp.Tial al.iliti.'s
)

;[>'«!'^"f,'^'"7'^''l^'^.,.,.
'

f Pests of natural abilities

Tests of uciH'ial iiilcllimMice are intended to estimate
the deiiiee of intelligence — for example, in the case of a
child, whethef it is rcl aided or advanced, and if so, by how
many years, or wliat is its "intelleetual (juotient" (dej^jree of

intelliizcnee expressed as a percenta«;e). The object of tests

of ability, on the other hand, is to determine the type of

intelligence, its ([uality ami eiiaraeteristies, the s})eeial capaci-

ties of the subject (for example, if he is or is not artistic or good
at mathematics, or if he has a good memory), and in what
respect he is specially gifted (--).

Tests of (ientral I nteUigence

Since the famous work of Binet and Simon, general intelli-

gence is nstniUy estimated by giving the subject a number
of different tests which are not necessarily tests of pure
intelligence (e.g. comparison of weights, copying drawings,
repeating sentences, naming colours). It is remarkable that
the average of the results of these different tests gives a figure

expressing the general intelligence of the subject. Intelligence

regarded from this standpoint may be called total intelli-

gence (inti'UigcHce (jlobnlc) (-^).

The success of experiments with the Binet or similar tests

show\s that every mental operation involves, in however small
a degree, a certain amount of intelligence. Every operation
results as it w^ere from the combination of two factors, one
<»f sjiecial al)ility and one of general intelligence. When a
number of different tests are given to a single subject the
factors corresjionding to sjiecial abilities (positive and negative)
tend to cancel one another, while the effect of the general
intelligence factor, which is constant, is cumulative. Whatever

(22) rt. rr,Ar\i:Ei)E : Den diverges cdlf'tjorien de lexis nicniaux, in Use
Arch, suinxes de iicuioloqie el de psychidlne. Vol. Ill, 1918; and Classiii-

caiion den nivlhodes psi/cholof/., in Arch, de Psi/rh., Vol. VIT, 1908. Also
Stkkx : Die { nlellif/euz der Kinder. Leijizi^, 1920.

(2.*?) For the Binet -Simon tests, cf. the small volume ; La mcsure du
developpetueni de Vi)ilellirjeuce rhez les ieunes enjanis. Paris, 1917. For
an exainjile of determination of total intelligence, cf. the experiment of

Mile l)Ks<a:ri)KE'< in Arch, de I'ni/ch., Vol. Xl, No. 44, 1911. This writer
gave lo different tests to 1' hackv ard children. She found that the
classification of these children by the average results of the tests performed
l)y each of them corresponded almost exactly with the classification of the
children aceording to their general behaviour in everyday life.
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Synthetic Analogous Tests

The principle is the same as in the first typie, but the test,

instead of reproducing^ exactly the operations of the occupa-
tion, imitates its conditions more or less closely. An example
of this type of test is that constructed by Miinsterberg in

his early researches at Harvard University. The machinery
which the tramway driver has to handle is reproduced in its

principal features only. The street down which the imao^inary
tram runs is represented by a strip of squared paper and
pedestrians and vehicles by letters of different colours.

Many intermediate varieties of test will be found between
this and the first type, as well as between it and the following.

Analytic Tests

These tests are constructed by analysing the occupation
into its elementary oj)erations. Tests to cover these compo-
nent operations are sometimes an exact reproduction of the
actions in the trade, sometimes only an analogous representa-
tion. Thus, when Fontegne and Solari studied the problem
of telephone operating, they decided that the work of the
telephone operator required (1) memory for numbers; (2)

memory for names, (3) attention, (4) rapidity of movement,
and so on, and they constructed tests to measure each of these

abilities. In Lipmann's investigation a compositor's work is

similarly reduced to ability to spell, read, etc.

The reader is here entitled to ask how it is known if these

elementary tests actually correspond to the elementary
operations of the occupation and whether this analysis might
not give rise to errors. It is obvious that before using a test

to detect or measure an ability the first step is to ascertain

that the test actually applies to this ability and brings it into

play. To make certain of this the tests themselves must
first be tested in order to discover their exact significance.

A similar problem has already been encountered in connection
with the exxDerimental analysis of occupations (^^). The
question was then raised how it could be proved that a given

elementary ability was required for a given occupation. It

was shown that in order to ascertain this the correlation method
must be used to find if workers regarded as satisfactory were
more successful in a given elementary operation, or gave
clearer evidence of a given elementary mental function,

than unsatisfactory workers. The same nu^thod must be

used in testing the tests, finding their correlation witli

;i8) See above, p. 26.
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\\w altilitirs >li(.\vii in tlu- work ol' tlu' ()c-ciii)atioii itsolE (^").

It sluiiil.i hv :i(ld«Ml that tests coiistinctiMl for oocupatioiial

analysis may lu- IihIikUmI as tlicy stand anion": oociii)ational

ti'sts, if tln-y aic juommI hy cxiu-rinK'nt to he sound.

Kmp'nivitl It sis

Tln' ns«' ol I lie forciioinu met hod has k'd to sonic

disillusionnu'nl. Sonic tests, which wcic chosen as repro-

ducing: most accurately <'crtain ch'inciitary factors in an

occupational opciation. iiaxc no satisfactory correlation

in the control experiment. I-'oi' exainj)le, a tjood telephone

operator inmiediately finds tiie point on her switchboard

wlu'r*' slu' must insert the plu^s I'li'^i it appears, re((uires

ability lo jud,i:e distance accurately. Kxi)eriment, however,

showed that the test constructed to detect this particular

kind of spatial judjiinent gave a very low correlation (2").

A certain number of psychologists therefore thouglit

that, instead of devotin.«;- themselves to theoretical analyses of

occupations on which to l)ase tests, it Avould be sitnpler to

choose a number of tests at random, to find the correlation

of each with any .<j:iven occupation, and to retain those with
a hisih <(Ui('lation, without considering what exact psyclioh)-

gical relation there was between the test and the elementary
ability. The discovery of one or more tests revealing a given
occupational ability would thus be entirely empirical. For
example, it was f(nind that the completion test (test for

comjilction of sentences) showed a very marked correlation
(().J»3) with engineering ability, and the Knox cube test an
evj'U higher coiiH'lation (0.73) with bill-posting (^i).

This nu'thod is at present in favour in the United States.

It ('crtainly has the advantage of being entirely objective,
since it re(iuires no psychological hypothesis and no conception
of the constituent element of abilities; moreover, it is most
convein<'nt. P.ut it is impossible to place complete reliance
on results so obtained. The mind is not satisfied when it

does not understand. It may be asked why a test for
completion of sentences should indicate engineering ability

(I'.i) 'l"urR>^T(»M; {J he J'lCilirlirc \'(iluc of Mental Tests, in llie Educu-
tinunl L'erieir, V()l. I^XIII, Jim. 1022. New York) propo.^-ed another method
of (•(intri)!lin<i tests. Tlie j)upils are tested on enteriiii; thescliool and divided
into fonr trrfnijis aceordini: as their results are ' very i^ood ', ' good ', ' poor ',

or ' l»ad '. After one or two years it is ascertained whether a larger number
of the • good ' tlnui of tlie ' had '

i)ui»i!s liave had to leave the s^-hooj. Experi
nients on these lines havj' enal>!e(| ilie author lo estimate tlie " predictive
value " of his tests.

(20) F(ixrfer.NK and Soi.aki • oj). cit., in Arch, dc I'syrh., Vol. XVIT.
J).

11 r>.

(21) Quot<;d from V. W \tts : Tic Outlook for Vocatioiud Psychol, in
the Brilinh Journal of Psi/chol., .l;in. I<t2l, ]>. lUS. <'arabridge.
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temperament, etc.), and thus produce varying- types of activity.

For the moment, however, it may well be asked if a simple
inspection of the subject and his behaviour does not give as

much information regarding character as exact measurements.

Tests

The last method to be mentioned is that towards which all

efforts are tending — the theoretically ideal method of

psycho-physiological tests by which the motor and mental
abilities of an individual may be determined by a rapid
examination. It has already been pointed out that occupa-
tional analysis provides information on the abilities

needed in the various occupations. The data now required
are those regarding the abilities possessed by a given
individual so that they may be related to a given occuiDation.
The determination of the existence and extend of these abilities

may be effected by means of tests.

The word ' ability ' is here taken in its most general sense,
namely, any aptitude, natural or acquired, to perform a certain

act or a certain piece of work, to feel or to react in a certain
way. It is used to describe any physical or mental quality
when considered from the point of view of its effects. There
are, therefore,

sensory abilities (e. g. ability to distinguish colours);

motor abilities (e. g. skill or accuracy of movement);
intellectual abilities

;

emotional abilities (e. g. aesthetic sense, will-power).

The great problem of today is the construction of tests

which will demonstrate and measure these abilities. A solution
of the problem is essential for satisfactory vocational guidance
and will repay hard and enthusiastic work. The use of tests,

as against the other methods mentioned, has four advantages.

(1) It is objective; i. e. its results are obtained by
experiment and are independant of the opinion of the subject
or the experimenter.

(2) It can produce results in a relatively short time; instead
of enquiring into what an individual does it seeks to determine
immediately what he is capable of doing.

(3) It provides a measure of the psychological quality
under consideration. It is thus possible to determine not only
the existence but the extent in an individual of a given ability.

Thus, individuals can be compared and classified and the
variations of a single ability in a given individual may be
traced. The numerical data given by measurement also make
it possible to measure qualitative variations.
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(4) rr(»\ idcd llial I lie lucnsurcmciils olttniiicd refer to
a coninioii Imse. it is iMissilile lo coiupare (he results

(»l»taiiie(l l)y <lillen'iit iiivesliuators, and tlius to j)rovide a

iiunieiical form of statement wliieli can be understood by all

witliout and)i.i:nily. If a ehild of 10 is said to have a poor
memory while his friend's nu'uiory is quite ffood, this means
nothinir to anyone; wliereas, on the contrary, the statement
that in the la-woid test one ehihl i,^a\'e a result eorres])()ndin,ij

to the L'ath peicentile, while iiis fiiend icaehed the 7r)th percen-
tile, is perfectly clear :iiid precise and leaves no room for
ambii,niity (^').

Aft«'r these jjeneral remarks, the followins: section 0ves
a rapid survey of tlu' various types of test, the methods of
administeiin^r them, and their reliability.

Occupational and Psychological Tests

The distinction between psycholoffical and occupational
tests is most important from the point of view of this study.
Occupational tests are of most value in vocational selection,

and psycholojiical tests in vocational ouidance (^^), but there
is no absolutely clear distinction between these two cateo^ories

and intermediate cases will be encountered.

Ocmipaiional Tests

Occupational tests are based on the structure and working
of the occupation, psychological tests on the structure and
working of the mind. The object of most occupational tests
is to reproduce more or less accurately the actuel operations
involved in the occupation. Hitherto "four forms of test have
been employed.

Si/ II Hi ft if Sattij)l(; Tests

These tests reproduce exactly the operations to be per-
formed in the future occupation, with the same complexity
and the sanu' techni(|ue as in the reality. Thus at the training
scliool for ti-amway drivers in Berlin the experimental labora-
tory has l)een fitted up with machinery exactly like that
found on the trams themselves. The only addition is that
of api)liances to record promptness of movement, errors,
etc. (1").

(l.'j) For thf inoaniiig of these expressions see below, p. 57. See also
Clapar^de : 7Vx/« d'aptitude. Ceueva, 1920 (reprinted from Arch. d«
I'si/rh.. Vol. X\'II).

(ir>) For the distiiu-fion between these two questions, see above p. 20.
(17) TiiAMM : [\'her psyrhoterlinische Benequnqsstudien an Slrassen-

bahnvotbremfteii, in Praktifrhe I'sifrhoht/., Vol. I. 1!)H)-1920, pp. 118 and 252.
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in reserving the word 'ability' (2^) solely for predispositions
which owe nothing to acquired experience. He says that
''we cannot admit the term 'ability' as describing an acquired
capacity of any kind". The individual is nevertheless a product
of both heredity and environment. The mere fact of living,

the development and working of our bodily organs, has develop-
ed all our innate abilities and helped to bring them to their
present state of advancement. It seems hardly possible in

practice to distinguish between the innate and ithe acquired.
Christiaens himself admits this later when he says that.

—

ability always corresponds to a particular organic tendency produced
by the action of environment on the inheritance, which itself is the result
of the conditions under which the child's family has prospered.

The term ' natural abilities ' is intended to emphasise the
distinction between such abilities, on the one hand, and, on
the other, knowledge or habits resulting mainly from study or
training, i. e. those dependent on memory, whether for ideas
or movements. Obviously, however, for the reasons already
mentioned, it is impossible to draw a sharp line of demarcation
between the two processes.

It is nevertheless true that in practice tests of natural
attility should be clearly distinguished from tests of knowledge.
According to circumstances the same test may be classed either

as a knowledge test or as one of actual abilities. The permu-
tation test, for example (in which the subject is required to

;write down in a given time as many permutations as possible

of a certain number of letters), is certainly a test of true ability

for a person who has never done such a thing before, but
becomes a mere test of knowledge for the mathematical
student. When a candidate in an ability test is already

acquainted with it, the test may become merely one of

knowledge and thus lose its value. The solution of a problem
obviously means nothing to a person who has already had to

solve it a short time before. It is therefore necessary to keep
the general public in ignorance of the composition of tests, so

that candidates cannot prepare for them beforehand. For the

same reason every test should include a large number of

equivalent and interchangeable tests in order to frustrate the

stratagems of candidates.
It should be added that a test of knowledge may in some

respects be a test of ability, for example, a test in speed of

addition. For persons who are perfectly well able to add,

speed in addition is rather a natural ability than knowledge,

and the same holds good of speed in writing. Therefore

subjects of such tests should not ha^e liad special ])ractice in

(27) 'Aj)tiUide\ See CuPasxiAEMS : Voiientation proictisioitneUe des

enlants, p. 62. Brussels, 1914.
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luldini: or \viirin.tr rai>i<lly. Tims it is cloar that the classifica-

tion of a test as one of kiiowUMlue or ability is mainly a matter

of common sense and intuition.

Ability tests include the determination of:

(1) mental functions or abilities considered in isolation

(sensory, intellrtl ual, motor, or emotional abilities);

(2) variations in lime of these abilities (practice, adapta-

l)ility. edueability, liability to fatijiue, constancy);

{'A) t\|>e of <:cneral iiitellifrence (abstract or concrete^

theoretical or practical, mathematiral, verbal and literary,

mi'chanical. i>hiloso)»hical, etc.).

(l) (u-iiiinality.

It is imp(»ssible to jjo into the details of all these tests

here (-**). They are intended to measure the various mental

functions in their most elementary form, or, in the case of more
eomi>Ie\ functions or abilities, to select clearly defined opera-

tions. It is easy to construct tests, but more difficult to know
e\a<tly what tJiey measure. The examiner reads 15 words
to tile can<li(late and asks him to repeat them, but it is hard

to say whether memory or attention has been measured. The
candidate makes a drawing, but this may measure either his

aesthetic sense, his memory for form, his sense of proportion,

his powers of observation, or his manual dexterity. This

illustrates the number of delicate (|uestions which face the

psycholojiist in his attempts to place psychological tests on a

scientific, rational, and not merely emjnrical basis.

7'r.s/.v of Emotio}\ and Character. Hitherto research

connected with tests has turned mainly to intellectual or motor
al)ilities. Tests for the determination of character or the
measurement of the whole personality have been almost
entirely disregarded. In recent years, however, certain

Am«'rican Ixtoks have opened this new field of investigation.

In I'.Mt.s Xorsworthy tried to measure personality by the method
of jud^iuient. In 11) Kl ]Moore proposed to test the strength of

instinct by means of association of ideas. In 1919 Downey
constructed a test of will power. In 1912 Fernald (and in
I '.Ml. Mile Descoeudres at Geneva) endeavoured to measure
nuiral sense by the classification of anecdotes describing faults

of varying degrees of gravity. In 19J9 Pressej'^ suggested
tests of emotion and Filtei' in 1!>21 tests of character {^^). It

(2H) Tests wliicli may lie niciitioiiCMl are Stenquist's Mechanical
Aplittide TcsIk, wliich test al)ility to iindcrstaiiil drawings of mactunery,
aii«l Tiicrstonk's Vocttiondl Guidance Tents of {reonictncal, algebraic,.
and tfcliiiical skill. (Both ])ublished liv the World Book Co., Yonkers-on
Hudson. N. Y. H122.)

(29) NoRswoHTMY in Essays in Honour of W. James. London, 1908.
Moore : Testing the Strength oj Instincts, in the Avterican Journal of Psychol.

y
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is impossible to go into details here. These are only
preliminary efforts, which nevertheless deserve attention.
The practical value of the determination of character,
however, will readily be grasped. Without character and
energy to overcome obstacles the gifts of intelligence are of

little worth. The late Professor P. A. Guye, who as a chemist
had opportunities of following his old pupils in industrial life,

often said that he had observed that moral worth was at least

as important a factor in success as intellectual worth.
Among tests of emotional abilities, attention may be called

to those recommended by Eevesz to measure musical ability.

It would be most desirable, before advising a child to take
up music as a profession, to ascertain whether he will be
successful in it (^°).

The subjects' power of resistance to monotony should also

be investigated. The monotony of work for workers who
have to repeat the same movement throughout the day with
nothing to distract their mind is known in many cases to have
a. depressing and demoralising effect, while this is not so with
others. It would therefore be well if power of resistance to
monotony could be forecast (^i). It would also be useful

to obtain information — though this concerns the instincts

rather than the emotions — regarding the effect on the
individual of the presence of others. Some persons work
better alone, others if they are among a number of other
people doing the same work. Mode proposed interesting

experiments on which tests for this quality may be based (^^).

Synthesis of Elementary Fiinetions. Psychological analysis

of the subject and the determination of his separate mental
functions may or may not gi^e an accurate estimate of his

aptitude for an occupation. The accuracy of the estimate
is a new question which can only be settled by experience.

The great majority of occupational operations require the
co-ordination of these elementary functions. The possession
of these abilities and the power to co-ordinate them are two
different things. This illustrates the possible value of the
synthetic tests previously mentioned (^^).

1916. Worcester, Mass. Downey : Individual Win-Temperament Tests.

Washington, Carnegie Institnte. 1919. Fernald in the American Journal

of Insanity, 1912. Baltimore. De.scceudres : Test sur le jugemeni moral,
in the Intermediaire des Educateurs, Jan. 1914, p. .54-; June 1917, p. 91.

Geneva. Pressey in the Journal of Applied Psycliol., 1919, Worcester,
Mass. ; and A Group Scale for Investigating the Emotions, in the Journal

of Abnormal Psychol., 1921. Boston. Filter : An Experimental Study

of Character Traits, in the Journal of Applied Psycliol., Dec. 1921. Allport :

Personality Traits; their Classification and Measurement, in the Journal

of Abnormal Psycliol., 1921.
(.SO) Re\esz : Priifung der Musilcalitdt, in Ztschr. fur Psychol., Vol.

LXXXV, 1920.

(31) For a study of monotony, see H. Wtnkler : Die Monotonie der

Arbeit. Leipzig, Barth. 1922.

(32) IMoEDE : Experimentelle Masscnpsycliol. 1920.

(33) See above, p. 42.



Till. Pkoulkm of General Intelligence

Tin- iM'\l qiicsiidii Id Itc coiisidi'i'i'd is Ihc imiiortaiUH',

Ixitli for v<K':iti()iial scleclion and jjuidaiu'o, of mea.surin<i

j^ciu'ial iiif('lliir«'iic«': whetluM", in ])aiticiilar, it is of any prar'tical

\aln(' to know the (U'liTcf of intclliirenco ])os.sc'.s.sed or whether
it is enonj^'h to (letcrniinc tlic natnrt' and tendency of special

al»ilities. It seems ([uite evident that the determination of

ju'eiu'ral intelliL'<'nee is the first step when an individual, espe-

cially a child, has to lie advised on the choice of an occupation.

If this jK'rson appears to have a hifjh level of intelligence, or

to lie hackward or feeble-minded, entirely different groups
of (iceuiiations are open to him.

Ileie again, the (|Ueslion arises of the relation for a given
oeeupalion between general intelligence and special abilities.

It must be decided which of the two is the more necessary.
For e\:imi»le, four workers must be chosen from 100 applicants
to fill f(»ur vacancies in an engineering shop; it is necessary
to <leeide whether the men chosen should be those with the
greatest manual (h'xterity, the best eyesight, the most sensitive

fingers, the most rapid reaction, or those who appear to be
the most intelligent. No definite answer can be given to a

(|Uestion of this nature. Some occupations require more
general intelligence than special ability, while in others special

ability is the more important. It may be said that hithertho
the facts give sometimes one answer and sometimes another.
Some specialists, like Mr. Petitpierre, whose remarks have
already been quoted (^*) complain that in entrance examina-
tions at vocational schools too much attention is paid to the
LM'iuM-al tests and there is no test of special ability.

(lood results have also, however, been obtained, by select-

ini: workeis solely according to general intelligence. In this
connection the army tests used in the United States should
be i-ecalled (^^). Although these tests only referred to general
intelligence (they included problems of attention and reflection,
and small arithmetical problems) and included no test even
remotely cfinnected with the work of a soldier, they were
wondeifully effective in estimating military ability^ Men
who liad bad results in the tests made bad soldiers and even
worse officers, while those who on service evinced real military
finalities L^iined the best marks in the tests. Other factors
than intelligence, liowever, are involved in military ability,
snch as courage, obedience, endurance, and physical abilities.
The iiitclIiL'ciic.. t(.>;tv; made no atteni))! to measure these

('.i\) Sec iil)t>ve, p. 15.

(35) S?ee above, p. 18.
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qualities, but experience showed that there was a fairly high
correlation between intelligence and these other qualities.

In other words, they are more likely to be found in men of

sujierior intelligence than in those of low mentality.

This correlation between general intelligence and special

abilities is only of practical value in large-scale classification.

If a single individual is under consideration, his general
intelligence gives only a slight indication of his special abilities.

In the United States some psychologists of wide knowledge
now complain of the imyjortance attached to general intelligence

tests. Porteus, for example, insists that intelligence is no
measure of ' social comj^etence ', and that a very low level of

intellioence is in no way incompatible with real social cajja-

city (36).

Another question, differing slightly from the last,

is whether, other things being equal, general intelligence

increases the value of the special abilities of the subject, or —
which comes to the same thing — if general intelligence can
supx)lement in part a lack of special abilities. These difficult

questions can only be solved by experiment. The relations

between general intelligence and special abilities are not yet
known, [t has already been mentioned {^'^) that this problem
has only recently become the subject of psychological
investigation. At present psychologists are much divided in

oyjinion. Some hold that the mind is only an assemblage of

abilities which are completely independent of each other;

others think that the mind in all its aspect«i is dependent on a

central capacity of general intelligence, while the various

abilities are only different asj)ects of this. Others again, with
Spearman of London, support the theory of two factors,

according to which every ability is the result of the interplay
of two factors, a special factor and a central factor (general

intelligence) {^^).

The question of general intelligence also arises in connection
with the interpretation of certain tests. Mr. Cyril Burt, the
London psychologist, pointed out that Miinsterberg's famous
tests for tramway drivers, while apparently special ability

tests, in reality refer much more to general intelligence than to

special psychomotor qualities. According to Miinsterberg's

(36) Berry and Porteu? : Inielligenre and Social Valuation, p. 5.

Publications of the Training School, Vineland (New Jersey), 1921.

(37) See a?jove, p. 16.

(3S) On this subject see W. Beown and G. H. Tikjmson : The Essentials

of Menial Measurement. Cambridge, 1921. These writers criticise

Spearman's theory, aiad supjjort a new theory that the ^ arious abilities

are merely the result of the combination of a number of elementary psycho-
logical factors. In place of the theory of two factors they put forward a
theory of group factors or sampling theory of ability.
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own report. ii!ii\crsit y sliulcnts who took the test gave
much hi'tter lesults than the most experienced tramway
drivers (=''•'). The same (juestion may be asked in connection
with most ability tests. Do they measure ability or jjeueral

intelli.ei'Uce i The ])ra{'tical importance of this question is

obvious, and suitable research should be undertaken in order
to solve it. It will then be i)Ossible to know for certain whether
tests of abilitv eliminate the 'misfits* or 'unfits', to quote
Watts.

Meantinus the j)arado.\ical results obtained by
Miin.>terberii" or others may be roughly explained by means of

the theory of two factors. If an intellifient i)erson, not
si)ecially skilled, is more successful in an occupational test

tlian a skilled worker in the occupation concerned, this may
be due to the fact that the ability is the result of a combination
of inti'lli.uence and ability. Some such equation as the
followinii' may be constructed : success in an occupational test =
ability oeneral intelligence. Thus in a worker whose ability

equals 10 and intelligence 2 the result would be 20; but this

may be exceeded by a student whose ability equals 3 and
intelli<ience 10, «ivino- a total of 30. This example is given
nuM-ely l>y way of illustration to make the ideas involved more
concrete and with no intention of taking sides in the still

unfinished controversy regarding the nature of abilities.

Methods of Applying Tests

There can he no question here of giving xn'actical directions
for a])plying tests, but certain general principles and
essential conditions may be indicated, so that the requirements
of the psychologist may be better understood, and that he
may be assisted to satisfy them. If a psychological test is to
be of any value, it must be carried out under conditions
resembling as nearly as possible those of ordinary life. The
su])ject of the test should be as far as possible also in a normal
Htate. Any test requires tw^o essential conditions : (1) The
subject of the test must be w'illing to undergo it. It is

essential that he gives it all his attention, and takes as much
pains as possible. (2) The subject must not be in an ab-
normally nervous, timid, or excitable state.

The realisation of the second condition depends mainly
on the experimenter. It is for him to take care not to
frighten his subject, to reassure him and put him at his ease
by his manner of receiving him and speaking to him. Xo

^39) Quoted Iroiii \\'att< : The Oidlool- lor Vocational f'siirhol. in tlie
British Journal of Pfujchoh, Jan. 1921, p. 197. Cambridge.
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candidate for a test should be treated in a brusque and hector-
ing manner. These requirements 'should be carefully
followed, especially in the case of working men or children.
To a certain extent the achievement of these conditions de-
pends on the psychologist having won the confidence and
sympathy of the candidate, to whom he should explain the
interest of the experiment in which he is to assist. It depends
even more on the prejudices with regard to psychological
experiment which are current in the environment of the
candidate.

At the present time workers tend to obey the orders of

their trade unions blindfold. They readily accept opinions
without judging them on their merits. If the opinion of the
trade union is unfavourable to applied psychology the worker
will refuse to submit to selection tests, or, if he is compelled
to undergo them, he will regard them with distrust, and in

consequence the results will be far inferior to those he would
have obtained had his attitude been different. It is therefore

in the interests of the candidates, even more than in those of

the psychologist, that general opinion should be favourable
to the tests. All who have the welfare of the workers at

heart should endeavour to explain to them that applied

psychology is working in their interests, and that, even if it

has made little progress as yet, it may come to be a valuable
aid to the w^orkers. In the case of vocational selection the

candidates obviously stand to gain by taking as much pains

as possible. This may not be so true in vocational guidance,
if the candidate tries to conceal his real abilities in order to

follow his inclinations.

The tests will be made, according to circumstances, either

in a psychological laboratory where the persons to be advised
or selected are required to attend, or in the factory itself, or

in the school. Attendance at a laboratory is almost in-

evitable if the tests require special apparatus which it is

difficult to move, but the drawback is that the workers are

obliged to enter an unfamiliar place, which involves the risk

of arousing timidity or excitement. In the near future all

large factories, as well as schools of arts and crafts, technical

schools, etc., will probably have their own psychological

laboratories, as is already the case with many firms in

Germany, the United States, and Switzerland.

The next important question to be answered is who shall

give the tests. It may be thought that, in the case of

vocational selection, the engineers or managers of the factory

who engage the workers are suited for this task, and, in the

case of vocational guidance, that the tests might be entrusted

to employment exchange officials or school teachers. It is,

however, a more delicate task than might appear to apply

a test, and it is absolutely necessary that it should be entrusted,
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if not to 11 ])rof(S.sional psycholofjist (as would be the mosfc

desirable), at any rate' to some one who has seriously studied

psyeholotjieal methods, ^'ocational guidance, even more than

voeational seleetiou, requires extensive psychological know-
ledge, and esi)e(ially a fine psychological sense. In any case

every test slionhl be accompanied by instructions showing

exact ]>• liow it is to be a])plied.

StA?^I>AR1 I^.VJIDN AND EATING : GRAPHS

When the test has been given, with all the precautions
necessitated by so delicate an operation, the results must be
evaluated for tlu' puipose of the diagnosis to be made, which,
it nuiy be recalled, consists in measuring a certain capacity or

ability. Tliis measurement can obviously only be made by
referring the results obtained by the subject to a standard.
This standard must be selected, and will be a different one in

the case of vocational selection from that needed for vocational
guidance.

To take first vocational selection. Suppose, as an
example, that from a dozen candidates the four best have to be
selected for four vacancies. The candidates might merely be
arranged in order of their results, and the four at the head of

the Hst miglit be selected. The inadequacy of this method,
however, hardly needs to be painted out. There is nothing
to prove that the four best of twelve persons will be good
absolutely as well as relatively. For the purposes of the work
to be done, even the four best applicants may be quite
unsatisfactory workers.

An objective standard (objective minimum norm) is

therefore necessary to determine the minimum performance
which is required of a candidate in the tests before he is

admitted to the occupation in question. Similarly an average
standard can be established, and a standard for workers
meriting the description excellent. For example, an
engineer, dentist, engraver, or watchmaker requires a minimum
visual acuity of 1 in one eye and 0.5 in the other. Well
chosen and tested tests are a necessary preliminary to the
fixing of these standards. This will involve a great amount
of woi'k, but without these standards vocational selection will
not achi<>ve its full significance.

The problem may now be considered in regard to vocational
guidance. In selection the starting point is, as it were, the
occupation. In vocational guidance the scales of measurement
are fixed from the point of \ie^x of the cliild or individual to be
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advised. Siippo.se that a youth seeking an occupation is

brought to the adviser, who carries out, for example, a memory
test. The result of this test must be expressed in some
fashion, and the best way of indicating the degree of the
subject's memory must be found. If his memory had been
tested by the 15-word test, the observer might merely note
how many words of the 15 he remembered. It is not of much
value, however, to know that the boy remembered 6 or 9 words
out of 15. This information is only of use if the average
number of words remembered by boys of the same age is also

known. It will then be possible to find whether the child

under consideration is about the average, or above or below
it. This estimate, useful though it may be, is still very
rough. It should be possible to say not only whether a person
is above or below the average, but how far he is from it. In
other words, it is desired to know if the person in question,

when classified among a number of other persons in respect
of memory ability, would rank with the first, with the last,

or in what grade exactly.

The measurement of an ability thus implies an idea of

grade, and the degree of an ability possessed can only be
established by means of grading (^"). Since the publication

of Galton's work it has been customary, when grading
individuals, to imagine a group of 100 and to find what grade
the person to be classified would obtain among these hundred
persons, the first of whom shows the minimum degree of

ability and the hundredth the maximum. The degrees of

ability corresponding to the intermediate grades are determined
by experiment. These hundred theoretical individuals thus
form a scale divided into 100 parts, and this scale of measure-
ment is applied to the ability of the person to be advised or

selected. To repeat, diagnosis of the degree of ability

possessed can only mean indicating the grade of an individual

in respect of this ability.

The hundred divisions of the scale thus descril^ed are

known as percentiles. The measurement of an ability thus

implies finding the percentile corresponding to the results

of the test. An example will explain the procedure better

than a lengthy explanation. Take again the determination

of direct verbal memory. It is desired to determine the

deofree of verbal memory ability of a child of 12. He is given

the 15-word test, and succeeds in repeating 10 words. In order

to find the percentile corresponding to this figuie, it is

obviously necessary previously to liaAC found by a number
of exiDerim.eiits the performance of boys o£ 12 in this 15-word

,

memory test. Experience shows that, if the 15-word test

(40) Claparede : Projils psyehologiques gradues cVapres Vordinatiov-

des sujets, in Arch, de Tsycli., Vol. XVI, 1916, p. 73.
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is given to KM) hoys of 12. who iirc then oraded aceordino- to

their i)ertorniance, those boys rank t'ii-st Avho remember 13

words and tliose hist who remember only one, the intermediate

•jrades correspond ino- to intermediate numbers of words. A
seale can thns be drawn \^^ showin"' wiiat orade or percentile

eorrespon<ls to a ^i^en nnml)er of words.

percentile Number of words rcmembei:
100 13 or more
1)0 ]

80 !»

70 S

GO 7

50 7
10
:{0 C)

20 5
10 4

1 2 or less

A lilanee at this scale or percentile table shows that a

memory for 10 words corresponds to the 9()th percentile.

This shows that the boy taken as an example ranks quite

hioh as reeards memory, and in practice the figure 90 may
be taken as representing the degree of his immediate verbal

memory al)ility.

If similar scales are drawn wp for all ability tests, the result

of any of them may be converted into percentiles. This
method has the great advantage of referring results to a single

unit of measurement — the percentile — wiiich means the
same whatever the test under consideration. It is thus
possible to compare two abilities of a single individual and
ascertain wiiicli of them is the greater. Suppose that this

boy of 12 w^as found to have a writing speed of 120 letters a
minute and a speed of calculation of 4 divisions a minute (^^).

These various abilities would thus give the following percentiles:

verbal memory 90, writing speed 75, calculation 20. The
iitteiitietation of these data would be that his dominant
ability is \erbal memory, while he is much below the average
in calculation.

When a number of tests have been given to the same
individual, the best method of presenting the total result is

to construct from the data obtained a psychological graph
according to the suggestion of Rossolimo of ]\loscow (^-). The
various tests are represented by the abscissae and the results
obtained in each test by the ordinates. It has been proposed
(^^) to construct these graphs from percentiles, though

(41) Clapatsedk : Tentit d'apWude, p. 31G. Geneva, Kundig. 1920
(ropiniited ironi Arch, de Psych., Vol. XVII).

(42) Rc^.-'OLIMO : Die pfiycholorj. Prof He, in the I\lhiik_j. :psych. und
ncrv. KranlheUeu, Vol. VI, 1911.

(4.3) f'l.APAREDK : Prniils psycholog. gradurs d'apvH Vordination des
sujch, in Arch, de Psych., Vol. XVI.
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Eossolimo used arbitrary scales, so that his different tests
were not comparable. This modification has been generally
accepted by German and American practical psychologists (^'*).

The advantage presented by percentile scales over other
arbitrarily constructed scales may be emphasised. In addition
to the advantage already mentioned of making it possible to
compare different abilities, it also expresses a fact in a form
readily grasped. It is not of much significance to us that a
certain ability measured by an objective and arbitrary scale
equals 30 or 75, even if the maximum of the scale is known
to be 100. On the other hand, to say that a person graded
for this ability reached the 30th or the 75th grade out of 100
expresses a perfectly clear idea. It means that of 100 persons
there are 70 who sur^jass him in this ability, if he is the
thirtieth (the first percentile usually corresponds to the lowest
degree of the abibty under consideration, and the hundredth
to the highest).

The measurement of abilities in percentiles does not
obviate the need for the vocational counsellor to take into

account the objective requirements of occufiations. A
subject may have one pre-eminent ability which stands out
over his other abilities, but this does not necessarily mean that
this chief ability is adequate to the needs of a given occupation.
In each particular case the objective minimum norm already
mentioned (^^) must be taken into consideration.

Percentile tables have also the advantage of giving a

definite meaning to the terms 'very good', 'good', 'adequate',
'most inadequate', as they are commonly used in ordinary
language. It may be decided, for example, to describe as very
good abilities corresponding to percentiles from 90 to 100;
as good those from 75 to 90 ; as adequate those from 25 to 75

;

as inadequate those from 10 to 25 ; and as nil or most inade-

quate those from 1 to 10. Such terminology, however, is

quite arbitrary. Some writers, as for example Lipmann, only
apply the term 'very good' to abilities from the 95th to the

100th percentile. It will possibly be necessary to come to an
agreement on this question of terminology at a future

International Conference on Practical Psychology. It is also

possible that this terminology cannot be fixed on uniform
lines, as the adequacy of an ability is not an absolute character-

istic of the ability, but a relative conception depending on

the level of the objective minimum norm. A good degree of

(44) LiPMAXN : Die Beruiseignung <1er Schrijtsetzer, in Zischr. f.
angew.

Psych.. Vol. XIII, 1917, p. 117. Gtese : Psychotechuische Eignung>^ptu-

jungen, p. 312. Langeusalza, 1921. Koiixstamm : Ueher die Eichung

von Tests, in Ztschr.
f.

angew. Psych., Vol. XIX, 1921, p. 287. C. H. Town :

Analytical Study of a Group of Five and Six Year Old Children, p. .35. Uni-

versity of Iowa Studies, 1921.

(45) See above, p. 56.
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arithnu'firal aliililv, for ('\aiui>U', will he described as adequate
or not accordinji to I lie trade in (|iiestioii.

It is thus clear that the detection and measurement of an
ability presupposes the existence for each ability of a scale

or j)ercentile table, sho\\in<i- how this ability varies within a

jriven «'onmninity or ^roiip. The establislnnent of these scales

re(|nires a <ii'eat deal of research, on which psycholoofists are

at present en,ua.iied. In order to draw up a percentile table

the test to hv rated must have been given to a very large

nnniber of persons. The larger this number the more accurate

will he the scale. In practice it is often difficult to extend
these investigations to as large a numl)er of pei'sons as might
l)e wished. In any case it is desirable that this number should

I)e not less than 'Xi) or 40, which is, however, only a minimum^
to be exceeded wherever possible.

It has now to be decided what persons should be the
subjects of these preliminaiy experiments for fixing the scale,

whether these persons should be selected, and if so how. It

must be <lefinitely stated that they should not be selected.

As a rule, the percentile table should represent the distribution

of abilities throughout the whole community, and this implies

that the jjcrsons observed for the purpose should be selected

at random. They should, moreover, be sufficiently numerous
to affoni a i)robal)ility of finding among them the various

types in the same proportion as they occur in the community
at large. If in the group chosen there were, for example, a,

larger number of very efficient or incapable persons than in the
whole of the community, the scale would be wrong. In the
first case it would giAC too high an estimate, and the candidates
rated by the scale would be graded too low; in the second case
the scale would give too low an estimate, and would thus over-
rate ability.

But it may well be asked whether the group chosen can be
taken as representing the community adequately, and forming,
as it were, a miniature of it. To make certain of this it is

only necessary to plot graphically the results obtained from
tlie re])resentatives of this group according to the procedure
laid down by (ialton. If an ogival curve is thus obtained, this
shows tliat the group is representative of the population, as
(•bservation has shown that the normal frequency curve of
natural ))henomena is ogival (^^). If the curve shows too
large a proportion of higher or lower degrees of ability, it will
be lU'cessary to increase the number of cases taken as a basis
for the scale.

Some limitati(ni is necessary on the rule given above, by
which persons used as a basis for percentile scales should not

'4r>) (i.vLTON : Enijuiyies info Ifunian Fai-uHies. London, 1883. ' See
a'-io rT.APxtit.TiF, : I'f^vrhnl. de. T Enfant, p. ?,\A, and prela-e, p. xiK. Eifflith
edition
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be deliberately selected. If the scales are to have any real
significance age must obviously be taken into account. An
entirely false estimate ^Yould be obtained by measuring the
abibties of a child on a scale constructed for adults. Different
percentile scales should be fixed for different ages, at any rate
up to 17 or 18, after which scales for adults can be used.

Sex must also be considered. It is infinitely preferable
to grade a man on a scale drawn up for men and a woman on a
scale. drawn up for women. The significance of the percentile
at which the subject is graded is thus more precise than if the
scale were draw^n up as the result of observations of both sexes,
between wdiich ability may vary considerably. Suppose that
mechanical intelligence is more developed in man than in

woman, and that in spite of this observations of both sexes are
made the basis of a percentile scale for a mechanical intelligence

test. The result will be that men will occupy all the high
grades and women the low grades on the scale. This will

involve the danger of perpetually overestimating the male
and underestimating the female subjects.

In the case of scales for knowledge tests or tests of ability

presupposing certain knowledge (such as mathematical
ability), it wdll frequently be impossible to base them on
representatives of all classes of the community. Obviously,
in order to grade knowledge of languages, only those persons
must be taken into account who have had an opportunity
of learning a foreign language. Common sense will show in

each individual case if it is necessary to make a choice of the
persons to be used as a basis for the scale. A distinction must
also be drawn between normal and abnormal persons, although
this is sometimes difficult to achieve.

Diagnostic A'alue of Tests

Let it be assumed for the sake of argument that the scales

and standards described have been drawn up on a sound basis.

Take the case of an individual who wishes to pass a selection

or guidance test. He takes the test — for example, the

attention test — and ol)tains a certain r,"sult. It is then

necessary to know what this result is worth and whether it

really describes this individual's attention ability. In order

to answer these questions another similar experiment should

be made with the same sul)ject. The result ^\\\\ not bo

exactly the same as in the first case, and re])etition of the

experiment will always give different results C^').

(47) Claparebe, De la conntanre des sujetti a Vvijard des ies'.s d'aplitude,

iu Arch, de Psych., Vol. XVII, 1920.
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Constancn of Subjects

No individual remains always the same. ITis al)ilities may
vary from one moment to another, or various subsidiary

factors (fatiuue, excitement, etc.) may modify the exx)ression

of this ability. In other words, all individuals are more or less

inconstant, and tliis fact complicates considerably the diag^nosis

of abilities. Occasionally very marked diveroencies appear
between the results of different applications of the same test

to the same person. One of the first steps to be taken is,

ther«^fore, to study the extent of these divergencies and the

methods of eliminating- them.
It is first of all desirable to give several tests, not alike but

equivalent. If the results vary considerajaly an effort should
be made to find the cause of these variations. The results

obtained under the best conditions should be taken, or, if such
selection is impossible, the average of the various results.

The fact that subjects are not constant and that abilities vary
from one moment to another shows that each ability should
be represented, not by exact figures, but by two figures repre-

senting th.'^ limits of its variations. The psychological graph
should not consist of lines joining certain ])oints but of bands
defining areas of variation. This constancy of personality

is in itself a characteristic of the individual and should be
studied on its own m^erits. Some individuals are much more
constant than others. For practical purposes the former are

more reliable, as their performance can more safely he
accepted.

A'ariation in the degree of an ability from one experiment
to anothei- i<' also affected by factors other than the constancy
of the individual. Constancy may vary in a single person
according to the test given.

Aecnracii of Tests

If some tpsts give much more constant resvdts than others
in a single subject, this cannot be attributed to the personality
of the indi^idual, as a single cause cannot |)roduce different

results. It should first be determined whether some tests are
/i(»t less rclia])le and their residts more doubtful than others.

This ((uestion has hardly been studied as yet. What is needed
is an investigation to compare the constancy of different

subjects in the same test and the accuracy of different tests of

the same subject. Thus it will be i)ossible to find how far the
inconstancy of the results is due to the indi\idual and how far

to the test itself.
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Permanence of Abiliiies

If it is demonstrated that the inconstancy is due to tlie

test, and not to the individual, it must still be ascertained
if the cause is the constitution of the test, the method of

applying it, or the ability measured. Different abilities in a
single individual are not equally constant. It is well known
that, in general, emotional factors vary more than intellectual.

The higher functions (attention, intelligence) vary more than
the lower, purely sensory (visual acuity, etc.) or automatic
capacities. In the emotional sphere the now classic investi-

gations of Norsworthy (^^) proved that when the chief traits

in the character of an individual X are estimated by a number
of judges, that is, by a number of persons who know X well,

agreement is general on certain characteristics (e.g. autho-
rity, vanity, popularity), while other traits, such as honesty,
tact, etc., are more variously estimated. This obviously sug-

gests that some characteristics are more fixed, less fluid, than
others. These problems are far from being solved and can only

be mentioned here. The question wdiether inconstancy is due
to the nature of the test or to the nature of the ability will

be solved by applying different tests and methods to a single

ability (e.g. visual memory), so determining what is attribut-

able to the test and what to the ability.

Prognostic Value of Tests

Supposing that all the difficulties hitherto mentioned had
been overcome, and that means had been found of eliminating

errors arising from the inconstancy of the subjects, of the

abilities, or of the tests — inconstancy caused by day-to-day

or moment-to-moment variations in mental activity — even

so a further difficulty would arise from the variation in a])ilities

over a long period of time. This is a most important i)robltMn.

The object of testing abilities for purposes of vocational

selection, and even more of vocational guidance, is to discover

not so much what the subject is at present as what he is capalile

of becoming. The diagnosis is in reality prognosis. The

object is to discover not what his abilities are but to foresee

what they will be, not to determine present capacity but to

foretell future success. This problem raises two others, that

of the stability of abilities and the modification of abilities by

practice.

(IS) NOKSWORTHY : The Validity of Judgments of ('hanwlcr, in Kssaifs

in Honour of W. James. London, 1908.
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Stabiliiii of Abilities

This (question mainly concerns vocationul guidance, and is

111' s|)(»cial importance in advising a child or young- person.

Such (lucsiiims arise as: Will this individual remain what he
is t()(l;i.\ .' Will he beconu^ more than he is at present, or will

he lose \vh:il he already possesses ? Will he gain or lose by
contact with life .' The majority of writers are conscious of

this problem but do not seem to have realised its full impor-

tance. It is true that psychology is still very badly informed
in this respect. It can readily be understood Avhy this is so.

The soliiti«>n l)y observation and experiment of a problem of

this nature must be spread over a whole generation. It is

necessary to measure the abilities of young children and see

if their development confirms or refutes the prognosis based
on these first tests; but this, of course, requires time.

The crisis of adolescence often leads to profound changes
ill tlic individual. Ilis inclinations and character are greatly

modified. It has been justly asked if an estimate of ability

made before this period has any value. The question arises in

different forms in the case of general intelligence, special

abilities, or temy>eranient and character.

General intelligence is certainly a capacity which remains
relatively the sanu' throughout Ufe, although it develops. A
person who is backward as a child remains more or less below
the average throughout his life, while the intelligent child has
every chance of remaining intelligent when he becomes a man.
Circumstances, however, make it very difficult to determine
what precisely are the facts. The intelligence of children is

most often estimated b.y their scholastic success, but this is not
an accurate criterion of real intelligence. If future develop-
ment does not justify the predictions 'made in childhood, it

may be due to the fact that the ability has changed or that
it has not encountered conditions favourable to its natural
development. This, however, involves problems which are
as yet unexplored.

Another difficulty in forcasting future intelligence is that
intellectual output depends to a certain extent on character,
interest, and will. The same individual will produce more if

emj)loyed on work which interests him than in the opposite
case. If he has high ideals and a resolute will his intelligence
will ])roduce the maximum. If, on the contrary, he is affected
by scepticism and gives way to indifference or the poursuit of
empty pleasures his intelligence ^^ill remain an unproductive
force.

A beginning has been made with the systematic study of

precocious children ('^). It does not appear that precocity

('9) DoLREAR : Precocious Children, in the Pedagogic Seminarii, Yo!.
XIX, 1012 (biblioi^rnpliy).
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is a symptom of genius. Although some geniuses have been
most precocious, as for example Pascal, Goethe, and Lord
Kelvin, there are others who seem to have been entirely
ordinary children, such as Darwin, Newton, and Eousseau.
Children hailed some twenty or thirty years ago as veritable
prodigies seem to have done nothing extraordinary and nothing
more has been heard of them. As an exampie, little Otto
Pohler may be mentioned. He was born in 1892 and studied
by Professor Stumpf, the eminent Berlin psychologist. He
learned to read unassisted at the age of fifteen months and
soon evinced an extraordinary amount of knowledge C^").

In the case of special abilities, most of all of special gifts,

precocity is of more significance. It is characteristic of

musical ability that it appears in childhood {''^). Mozart
began to compose at the age of seven and wrote his first opera
at the age of eleven. Handel also was eleven when he composed
his first works, while Beethoven was twelve. At the Paris
Congress of 1900 Eichet introduced a young pianist of 3 years
7 months (^^).

Next to musical ability, mathematical ability appears
earliest. Professor Fehr's investigation showed that, of

93 mathematicians consulted, mathematical ability appeared
in 35 cases before the age of ten, in 43 between eleven and
fifteen, in 11 between sixteen and eighteen, and in 3 cases

between nineteen and twenty, giving a total of 78 cases in

which mathematical ability appeared before the age of six-

teen (^3). Literary and artistic ability develoj)s later than
mathematical ability, and scientific ability later still. All

this, however, gives no definite information as to the extent

to which marked ability observed on the eve of adolescence,

about the age of fourteen or fifteen, is likely to persist.

The problem of stability of character is even more obscure.

It is common knowledge that nothing is more changeable
than mood and feeling. On one day a person may be cheerful,

eager, and make plans; on the following day, for some reason

or another, excitement has yielded to depression, activity

to lethargy. Yet the most ' characteristic ' traits of a

personality are to be found in the sphere of character. There
is great scope for research in the psychology of character.

When an individual changes in the course of his life, for

(50) Stumpf in the Reiue scientiiique. Vol. YIII, 1897, p. 336. Paris,

(51) Revesz : Ueberdas fruhzeitige Aujtreten der Begabung, in Ztschr-f.

angew. Psych., Vol. XV^, 1919; also Ueber das musilcalische Wimderkind,
an tlie Ztschr.

f.
pddagog. Psychol, Vol. II, 1918.

(52) Etchet : Gas reniarquable de precocite musicale; in Congres de

Psychologie de Paris, 1900; also Stumpf : Akustische Versuclie mit Pepiio

Arriola, in the Ztschr. /. angew. Psych., Vol. II, 1908.

(53) Feiir: EnquHe sur la methode de travail des mathemaUciens. Geneva,
1 908.
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exainpU' tliiou^li irliiiiouis couversion, which entirely modifies

liis attitude to persons and events (e. g. St. Paul, St. Francis,

Tolstoi), sonu'thinir peiinanent must surely remain in his

character. 11" the direction of his reactions is modified, their

form remains tlie same to a «j:reat extent. The whole question,

however, is one of yicat complexity.
All these difficulties wouhl make any attempt at vocational

ijuidance useh'ss, at any rate at present, if the object was to

make a definite and certain diagnosis or prognosis; but
vocational guidance no more claims infallibility than
medicine. A diagnosis of ability should provide an
estimate of jirobability. ^^hen a child comes for advice,

the adviser, after examination, however definite the results

may lune been, will never say :
" You will certainly succeed

in this occupation", but rather : ''You are more or less

likely to succeed in it ". The decision of the vocational
couiiscHor sliouhl always be expressed as a judgment of

probability.

The object of practical psychology is to make this judgment
of probalulity increasingly exact {^*). Even if this judgment
is exj)ressed a cry Aaguely (e. g. " You are more likely to

succeed in this occupation than to fail "), even this is surely

better than nothing and better than the mere chance which
now determines the choice of a career. Whatever changes
may appear in character and in the later development of an
indi\ iduaTs life, a forecast of abilities is not therefore useless.

An adolescent worker, enthusiastic, sober, with a good
character, is far more likely to keep these qualities in adult
life than a lazy, disorderly, or vicious adolescent is to acquire
them. Psychology should provide, and by means of

intelligent statistics will be able to do so, a figure indicating
the inherent jn'obabilities in each of these two cases.

The (|uestion of the stability of abilities has two forms,
(juantitative and qualitative. From the quantitative point of
Aiew, stability implies normal development. To say that
the general intelligence or mathematical ability of a child
of twelve is stable does not suggest that these qualities will

remain the same in adult life. It merely means that they
will follow a normal course of develo})ment and that the
individual will be as much above or below the average when
he is an adult as he is now in relation to the average for his

age. From the qualitative point of view stability implies
preservation of the mental physiognomy, stability of the
relative jjrojjortions of the different elements of the psycho-
logical graph. The high and low points of this curve will

loi) Tl. D. KiTso\ {Vocational Guidance and fJie Theory of Probnhililif,
in the School L'eriew, Feb. 1920, Chicago) showed how the results of aiv

experiment in vocational selection can be valued in terms of probabilities.
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remain in the same place. For example, if at the age of
twelve motor abilities are greater than intellectual abilities,

this difference will persist in adult life.

These two problems of the stability of abilities may be
investigated by the usual methods of observation and
experiment, especially by the use of psychological graphs and
their graduation in percentiles. Only by such graduation
can the graphs for children and adults be compared.

Stability is of much less importance in vocational selection
or guidance of adults. Causes of change, especially inherent
in adolescence and on entering practical life, are here greatly
decreased. The forecast to be made covers only a short
period, since the candidate will enter the occupation chosen
immediately after the examination. Here, however, and
also in connection with vocational guidance, another question
arises. It may be asked whether the actual exercise of a trade
is not likely to modify abilities so that the diagnosis made
before entrance into the occupation loses its value. It may
be possible for acquired abilities to conceal natural abilities {^'').

Natural and Acquired Abilities

The mere fact that a candidate asks for vocational guidance
or has to submit to a selection test presupposes that he has
not hitherto followed the occupation to which he is to be
assigned. The first question which then arises is whether
the candidate, if he does not in the psychological examination
show the abilities required for the occupation, may not later

acquire them in the course of learning the trade. The same
question may be asked in the case of entrance examinations
to technical or vocational schools.

This question raises several others which will be considered
later in connection with educability. Here only one need be

(55) The enumeration of the conditions which must be fulfilled by
a satisfactory test, should not lead the reader to suppose that tests cannot
produce reliable results. The first researches in controlling the predictive

value of tests are most encouraging. The following is an extract from
the report of Mr. P. Rudhardt, Director of the Industrial Association

of Geneva, on the results of the tests given to candidates for admission
to the school of Watchmaking by Dr. Heinis, of the Psychological Laboratory
of Geneva University.

" In the case of 6 of the mechanics the grade indicated by psychological

tests on admission to the School was exactly the same as that attained by
the students after a year's work. An important fact to be noted is that the

two Irrespective students who a year ago were ranked lowest in the tests

have since had to leave the School through inability to ])rofit by the

instruction. In the case of the watchmakers, who were moie numerous,
the great majority of the results at the end of the course agree with the

grading on admission, and, as in the case of the mechanics, the three students

at the bottom of the list in the tests in 1921 have had to leave the school

during the year through inability to profit by the instruction. " (Journal

de Geneve, \ Sept. 1922.)
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mentioned. Tliere may be a possibility that an individual

who evinced certain natural abilities in a test before

beginninii' to learn a trade may be outstripped in this respect

durinu' traininj^- by others who showed a lesser degree

of this ability in the initial test. To take an example, two
candiihvtes, A and B, pass tests for telegraphists. A has

a much better motor reaction than B, who appears quite

devoid of any special ability in this respect. It may be
questioned whether B might not surpass A in this respect

after a certain amount of practice. Or take another example,
two young designers, of whom A draws better than B. Is-

it i)ossible that after a certain period in a school of art B
would overtake and outstrip A 1

The problem raised is that of the relation between natural

abilities and those acquired by practice, and whether practice

can create an ability which was apparently lacking before.

This question is of such importance that it was placed on the

agenda of the first Conference on Practical Psychology at

Geneva, but no one was in a position to reply to it. It may
be considered from three slightly different points of view :

(1) in connection with children and education in general;

the function of heredity and education in the formation of

abilities;

(2) in connection with apprentices and training in a

particular trade; the possibility of training developing an
ability which was apparently lacking;

(3) in connection with disablement and retraining; whether
and to what extent entirely new and non-natural abilities can
be acquired.

Experience shows that persons who appeared entirely

without a certain ability have nevertheless acquired the missing

ability by their own efforts, or at least have found means
of compensating this defect by their own will-power. Adler,

the Viennese psychologist, even goes so far as to state that the

knowledge of inferiority in a certain respect stimulates one to

work in this direction, as if unconsciously one were protesting

against the inferiority (^^). He states that it was because
Demosthenes stuttered that he became a great orator. "Many
painters have defects of ^'ision. Giese expresses a similar

opinion.

It has still to be proved that abilities noted have really been fostered

by environment and that the struggle against external difiiculties has

not been of more value to them." Here we are walking in the dark,

although the matter is of fundamental importance for the success of

gifted persons (^').

(56) Adler : Heilen und Bilden, ]Muni.'h, 1914.

(57) Giese in the Ztschr. /. pddagog. Psycliol., 1916, p. .518.
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In support of Adler'.s theory, the case of the late Professor
Xagel, the Berlin psychologist, may be quoted. He specialised
in the psycho-physiology of colour, although himself entirely
colour blind. Such facts, however, appear to be exceptionai,
and it cannot, of course, be stated as a general rule that the lack
of natural ability is a necessary condition for the acquisition
of this ability. This question cannot be discussed more fully,
however, without a better definition of the term 'ability',
which describes very different things.

It appears therefore that the problem of stability of
abilities is still obscure. It is largely subordinate to that of
educability, which is briefly touched on in the following
section.

The Problem of Educability

General Considerations ;, the Measurement of Educability

It is impossible here to deal with the whole of this problem,
which is very large, but it is desirable .to mark its importance
and bring it to the notice of practical psychologists, who
have not yet fully realised its importance. The term educa-
bility is very vague. It no doubt covers very varying processes,

such as memory, comprehension, apperception, automatism,
adaptability, habit, changes in emotional attitude, etc.

These cannot be considered in detail. For the purposes of

the present study educability is the power of mental faculties,

operations, and abilities to develop through practice, whatever
form this practice takes (intelligent study or mere repetition,

memorisation, habit formation, etc.).

Hitherto, both in vocational guidance and selection, it has
been more or less tacitly accepted that, if A shows greater

ability in a test than B, A will also be more likely to develop
this ability by practice than B. In other words, the educabi-

lity of an ability was regarded as an attribute of this ability

and dependent on the degree of the ability. Although this

idea is plausible, there is nothing to prove that it is correct. It

might equally well be supposed that educability is a general

attribute of the individual, independent of any of his abilities

or of the degree of these abilities.

The question should be submitted to experiment. If the

first theory is correct, if educability is an attribute of the

degree of the ability (if a given ability includes a capacity of

development proportionate to its degree), experience should

show that the result of practice on individuals of different

abilities is to increase their individual differences. If, on the

other hand, individual differences decrease after the period

of practice, this implies an inverse rather than direct relation

between the degree =of an ability and its susceptibility to
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practice. The iiToator an ability the less would be its ])ower of

<level()i)iii.i» tluou^h i)ractice, and the sli,i>htei' an ability the
inorj^ it would haye this power.

If the other theory is the coirect one and educability is a
general attribute of the individual, there should be no constant
relation Ix'tween the degree of an ability and its capacity for

develo{)inent. Thus, if a number of individuals are tested

before and after i)raetice, and the curves of their respective

progress are drawn, these curves may appear in one of the
following ways :

(1) On the theory of educability as a direct attribute, the
curves should diverge, as those individuals who had the greatest

ability to begin with will also gain the most by practice.

(2) On the opj)osite theory of educability as an inverse

attribute, the curves should converge or even cross in the form
of an X (for reasons the opposite of those given above).

(3) On the theory of educability as an attribute of the
individual, these curves should cross and recross, the slopes

l)eing determined not by the degree of initial ability but by
the actual composition of the personality of the individual.

The facts in connection with this question are extremely
contradictory, and, as it is impossible for truths to contradict
one another, it must be concluded that the facts compared
re(]uire to be more minutely analysed. In the opinion of

Tiiurstone, an American writer, for example, the variability

of a group increases with practice. The more learners

]>rogresH, the more they differ between themselves (the

particular case was that of telegraphist learners) (^^). This
statement is only true, however, if educability is measured
in terms of output. If speed of work or the number of errors

made forms the basis, exactly opposite results are obtained,
as Peterson pointed out. While the curves of output of

different persons diverge, those expressing time or errors

converge {^^).

This contradiction is not a new discovery. Long ago
\A'lntley showed that the reply obtained to the question
whether practice increases or decreases individual differences
varies greatly according to the method of calculating the
results of experiments (^°). This is such an important matter
that it warrants giving an example taken from Whitley.
It is, of course a purely imaginary case. Let A, B, 0, I),

(58) Thurston" F. : VariabiUty in Learning, in the Fsycholog. Bulletin
1918, 1). 210. Princeton, N. J.

(59) Pkterson in the PsycJtolog. Bulleiin, 1918, p. 452.
(00) M. T. WnrrLEY : An Empirical Study of Certain Tests for Individual

Dijjeretices. in the Archives of Psychol., 1911, Now York.
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{iiid E be five workers. The figures show the volume of their

output before and after practice and their sj^eed of work in

hundredtlis of seconds per unit of work.

Subject



wlntNC iiiiiiiil :il»ilil.v i> I In- l(>\\»'sl ^aiu the most by practice.

This is almost always the case it' })roores8 is calculated as a
|K'r('t'iita.iic of initial output , hut it is also sometimes the case

if pro.i,fress is reckoned ahsolutely. This may be a jicneral

rule, but it is liable to a ^reat many exceptions. It ai)i)ear8

only to appl.\ to the aNcraiic jirades of workers. Very good
workers often keep their hiiili rank and very bad workers their

low rank excn with ])ractice.

I''i\«' possible eases may be distiniiuished :

(1) lliiih initial al)iiity, hi.i,di edueability.

(2) Ilimh initial ability, low edueability.

(li) JjOw initial ability, high edueability.

(4) Low initial ability, low edueability.

(5) Average initial ability; average edueability.

These five tyi)es (ignoring intermediate cases) were found
in an experiment in typewriting made with 18 school boys
aged \:i ajid 14, from a i)rimarv school in Geneva, who had
ne\-er used a tyjicwriter before. The time they took to type
the aljthabet was measured. The test was repeated five

tinu's in succession, and in most cases considerable progress
was recorded. The following figures show some of the results
for five subjects, each representing one of the five types given
abo\-e :

" seconds
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Educable and non-Ediicable Abilities

The great problem of educability has merely been touched.
Ill itself it raises a great many questions. It might first

be asked whether a distinction should not be drawn between
abilities according to their degree of educability. Mere
observation would suggest that this is so. *Sensation and
the memory for things are practically ineducable, while the
faculty of motor co-ordination is highly educable. It would
be both interesting and valuable from a scientific point of

view to determine the characteristics of an ability which
make it ineducable. It has been suggested that the ineducable
abilities are those corresponding to the simplest elementar}^
faculties. Some practical psychologists who have realised

the importance of the question of educability say that tests

should refer mainly to the elementary and ineducable factors^

but it has still to be ascertained that these elementary
faculties are ineducable. An example of an ability

apparently quite impervious to practice is the ability to

revolve a curling iron rapidly, which was studied by Schulte
in his investigation of the occupation of ladies' hairdresser.

The time curve obtained by measurement with a chronoscope
did not fall at all with practice (*'-).

Differences in Edueahilittf of Ahilities

A further question to be answered is whether educable
abilities all develop with the same rapidity and facility, or

whether there are some which develop very slowly and others

very quickly after a short period of practice. This (juestion is of

considerable practical importance, as on its solution depends
the reliability of prognosis from tests. If an ability can be
rapidly trained, it can be developed to such an extent after a
short period of practice that even practice in the occupation

would not carry it farther. Measurement of the ability after

this period of practice would thus be of value for the future.

Attempts have been made to compare tests in respect of

educability. Thus Hollingworth repeated seven different

tests 175 times with 13 individuals and determined by the

correlation method which tests were the most susceptible

to practice. He found, for example, that the grading of the

subjects in the letter cancellation test after the 25th repetition

was very similar to that obtained after the 175th (correlation

=0.75), whereas, to obtain this correlation of 0.75 in the

tapping test, the test had to be repeated up to the 130th time
(^3). in other words, the longer the practice was continued

(62) SciiULTE : Die Beruiseigiiung des T)ameniriseurs, p. 64. IiCi]);'j'g,

1921.
(6.S) HoLLTNG-wORTii : Individual Differenrea bejore, during, and ajlcr

Practice, in tlie Psycliolog. Review, 1914. Princeton, N. J.
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tlie iiioro the onulino- of the 13 subjects resembled that obtained
for the 1 75th ie])etition (the final grading). From the

])raetieal point of view it is desirable to know at what stage of

practice the subjects reach their final and stable grading.

Chapman undertook an investigation of this question in

connection with the educability of typists (^^).

Determination oj General Educability

Whatever the susceptibility to practice of any particular

ability, it is very probable that some ])ersons are generally

more educable than others. Backward individuals and idiots

arc known to be more or less ineducable. It may be asked
whether this educability is in itself a special ability or merely
an expression of general intelligence.

In various quarters attempts are being made to establish

tests of educability. Christiaens, for extAnple, in Brussels,

gave five successiA'c tests of motor dexterity and noted the

curve of progress. He even sees in the shape of this curve
an instance of the reality of this ability. He says that—

in the case of special ability progress is regular, and the figures show
this clearly. It should be pointed out that all abilities are present in

all subjects, but in very varying degree. The sole matter of importance
is to discover the rapidity of adaptation to the tests given, which is the

. only indication of real natural tendency.

It appears further that educability is influenced by the

will or by the desire to develop. Interesting experiments
might be made to compare passive education with active and
deliberate education (^^).

The phenomena of cross-education should also be men-
tioned. The effect of exercising one ability is sometimes to

exercise related abilities. This is a fact proved by experience,

and whatever its explanation, which has been much discussed,

the practical psychologist must not lose sight of it. Enough
has been said under this heading to suggest the number of

imi)ortant questions calling for the attention of investigators.

The Eelation of Tests and Educability;
Plan of EeseArch

The many theoretical questions which have been raised

would have the effect of obscuring rather than illuminating

ideas on the subject if they did not impel us also to study the

(6t) CiiAPHTAN : The Zearninrj Curve in Typewriting, in the Journal
oj Applied Psychol, Vol. Ill, 1919, p. 266. Worcester, INIass.

(65) Cf. GiESE : Psyehotechnische Eignungspriifungen, p. 199. Langen-
.^alza. 1921.
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practical problem in precise terms. It has been shown that
tests are only of value if they make it possible to forecast before
training success or failure in this training or in the occupation.
If has also been shown that this training itself may possibly
change the psycho-physiological personality in such a way
that its condition after training has no resemblance to the
description given by the tests before this period. This might
appear an insurmountable difficulty, as if a photographer were
asked to produce a portrait of the child before him not as

he is today but as he will be on reaching manhood.
This question might be investigated by empirical methods.

Disregarding for the moment the obscure and hidden processes
of educability, some suggestions for experiment may be given.

Two parallel questions here arise.

(1) Are the tests stable or unstable ? Thus, if a test be
given to a number of individuals before training and the same
test to the. same individuals after two or three years' training

or work in the trade, will the results be the same on the second
occasion as on the first ? Will there be a very high correlation

between the initial and final results ?

(2) Are the results of tests comparable to those of actual

practice in the occupation ? If the individuals observed
are ranked by the results obtained in the final test, will this

grading coincide with that obtained by grading these indi-

viduals according to their ability in the trade as shown in

practice *?

These questions are very different, as there is nothing to

show that instruction in a trade will affect the elementary
abilities, the existence of which is proved by the tests. xVs

those two questions overlap, four possibilities arise, and
experiment must decide between them.

(1) The test is stable and in the final test correlates with

acquired occupational ability.

(2) The test is stable but in the final test does not correlate

with occupational ability.

(3) The test is unstable but in the final test correlates

with occui^ational ability.

(4) The test is unstable and in the final test does not

correlate with occupational ability.

In order to give greater clarity to ideas on the su1>ject,

an imaginarv example may be given of an ex})eriment on five

subjects A, B, C, D, and'E. Before training they are given

a test, for example of motor ability, and are ranked according

to these results. They then become apprenticed to a trade,

and two vears later are given the same test, and are also
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cjraded according to their practical success in the exercise of

their trade. In the first of the cases mentioned above the
three uradinus (initial test, final test and grading by practical

success) will coincide. In case 2 the results might be as

follows

:

Two YEARS LATER

l;i:ik



Conclusions

In conclusion it may be well to sunun arisevery briefly
the steps which should be taken to place vocational guidance
on a firm foundation,

(1) Psychological analysis of occu])ations and their
classification according to the abilities required.

(2) Determination of corresponding abilities in indi-

viduals and, as a preliminary, the testing of tests to decide
their diagnostic, and even more their prognostic, vahie.

(3) Investigation of the process of training and educa-
bility.

(4) Determination of the importance of general
intelligence in the various occupations.

(5) It should never be forgotten that a forecast of ability

will never be a certainty, but only a probability. Statistics

should be prepared to determine this probability.

(6) Efforts should be made to arrive at a uniform system
of measurement so that psychographs or i)sych()logical

diagrams may be comparable between different countries

and between different vocational guidance offices. Grading
by percentiles ai^pears to be the most rational and least

ambiguous method.

(7) It is in the social interests of the community that

every man should be in the position for which he is best fitted.

It is also desirable and increasingly in accordance with the

spirit of modern democracy that the various social functions

should be allotted according to merit and not in virtue of

any privilege. The only means of attaining this ideal is by
a sound system of vocational guidance. All those who have
at heart the harmonious organisation of society, both employers'

and workers' organisations, should therefore facilitate by all

means in their power any investigation having for its object

the estabbshment of industrial psychology upon a firnu'r

foundation.
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